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#19 Abstract continued.

ex x iatffon that self-compensation is responsible.. for the inability to make
a p-n juncticiii n II-VI semiconductors.

A general theory of substitutional imputiftlea in stiperlaft-Ices that predicts
anomalous changes of dopant character: ithlayer-thicknesses, and establishes

an intellectual framework for understaidig the properftesof impurities in
superlattices.

- The mathematical theory of Mobius transforms its applications to physical
inverse problems. This is an important new area of theoretical physics,
especially for the Navy: with such transforms, one should be able to
detect the thermal radiation of a distant object and, from the radiation,
reconstruct the shape and temperature profile of the object.

- A new molecular dynamics of III-V semiconductors, based on Sankey's ideas
for Si. This method solves the quantum local density equations very
rapidly for the forces on atoms, and then moves the atomic nuclei according
to Newton's equations. The result is a program that a computer can digest
that can compute realistic trajectories of atoms in condensed matter. This
will allow us to simulate many interesting microscopic processes, such as
semiconductor growth, impurity diffusion, chemical reactions, etc.

- A new, relaxed-lattice model of isoelectronic traps in GaP, explaining some
old mysteries of the data.

- A theory of the localized states in the HOMO-LUMO gaps of macromolecules.
The theory has the property that it can often be evaluated approximately
for very large molecule, whose electronic structure is poorly known. The
localized states associated with frontier orbitals often are responsible
for the critical chemical reactions in which macromolecules partake.

- A new picture of doping amorphous Si, together with an explanation of its
band-tail states. This picture appears to agree with recent data.

- An addition to the field of high-critical-temperature superconductors by
computing the electronic structures of La2 CuO 4 and other high-T c materials.
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THEORY OF SEMICONDUCTING SUPERLATTICES AND MICROSTRUCTURES

John D. Dow
Department of Physics

Universiry of Notre Dame
Notre Dame, Indiana 46556

A. Core excitons ir. superlattices

We have developed the first theory of Hjalmarsor.-Frenke' core
excitons in superlattices, and applied it to strained-layer systems. We
expect that this theory will be useful in characterizing phenomena in
such superlattices, using synchrotron radiation.

B. Theory of dopants in ZnSe and related materials

We have provided a unified theory of dopants in II-VI materials,
with emphasis on ZnSe and candidates for blue-green lasers. We have
explained why Ga is no longer an effective dopant in Znl_xMnxSe for
x>0.1, with a theory that also provides a natural explanation of why ZnTe
is almost unique among the II-VI semiconductors in that it is naturally
p-type. This work provides, we believe, a theoretical framework for
viewing and understanding the recent successes at 3M by Haase et al. in
obtaining blue emission from ZnSe. It also provides strong evidence
against the thirty-year-old explanation that self-compensation is
responsible for the inability to make a p-n junction in II-VI
semiconductors.

C. Theory of deep levels in superlattices

We have developed a general theory of substitutional impurities in
superlattices that predicts anomalous changes of dopant character with
layer thicknesses, and we have established an intellectual fiamework for
understanding the properties of impurities in superlattices.

D. M6bius transforms

We have developed the mathematical theory of M6bius transforms and
applied it to physical inverse problems. This is an important new area
of theoretical physics, especially for the Navy: with such transforms,
one should be able to detect the thermal radiation of a distant object
and, from the radiation, reconstruct the shape and temperature profile of
the object.

E. Molecular dynamics of semiconductors

We developed a new molecular dynamics of III-V semiconductors, based
on Sankey's ideas for Si. This method solves the quantum local density
equations very rapidly for the forces on atoms, and then moves the atomic
nuclei according to Newton's equations. The result is a program that a
computer can digest that can compute realistic trajectoiies of atoms in
condensed matter. This will allow us to simulate many interesting
microsc'pic processes, such as semiconductor growth, impurity diffusion,
chemical reactions, etc.
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F. Isoeectronc traps in GaP

We have developed a new, relaxed-lattice model of isoelectronic
traps in GaP, explaining some old mysteries of the data.

G. Macromolecules

We have developed a theory of the localized states in the HOMO-LUMO
gaps of macromolecules. The theory has the property that it can often be
evaluated approximately for very large molecules, whose electronic
structure is poorly know. The localized states associated with frontier
orbitals often are responsible for the critical chemical reactions in
which macromolecules partake.

Dopin of a-Si

We have provided a new picture of doping of amorphous Si, together
with an explanation of its band-tail states. This picture appears to
agree with recent data.

High-Tc superconductors

We have added to the field of high-critical.temperature
superconductors by computing the electronic structures of La2CuO4 and
other high-Tc materials.
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CORE EXCITONS IN STRAINED-LAYER SUPERLATTICES

JOHIN D. DOW AND JUN SH.N

Department of Physics
University of Notre Dame

Notre Dame, Indiana 46556 USA

SHANG YUAN REN

Department of Physics
University of Notre Dame, Indiana, USA

and
University of Sc;ence and Technolog of China

Hefe, Anhui, People's Republic of China

The physics of core excitonr in semiconductors is reviewed, with emphasis on the fact that
Hjalmarson-Frenkel iecp' core excitons are observed, and co-exist with Wannier-Mott 'shallow'
excitons which are not ,normally resolved experimentally. The theory of Hjalmarson-Frenkel exci-
tons is extended to excihns in superlatuces, and the Ga3d core exciton in GaAs,_,P,/Ga?
strained-layer superlattices u srcdicted to change from a resonance in the conduction band (with
apparent negative binding ener&y) to a bound state in the gap (positive binding energy), as the
GaAs I._,P, layer thickness decreases.

1. Intucution

Franco Bassani pioneered the theory of core excituns and was one of the first theorists to
call attention to the fact that the Si 2p core exciton cxhibits a binding energy significantly
different from the shallow donor binding energy in Si [I]. Since he was also one of the
first theorists interested in artificial superlattices, we shall honor him by discussing the
physics of core excitons in superlattices.

When a soft x-ray excites an atom in a semiconductor, it creates a core hole of very
small radius and an electron with the same wave vector (see Figures I and 2). Because
the core orbital has such a small radius, it does not overlap the -)rresponding orbttal on
an adjacent site, and so the core band is fiat, with infinite mass. ,As a result, the hole is
immobile, and is a fixed point charge around which the electron can -evolve. One expects
the electron's orbit to be hydrogenic, with an envelope wave iuncion s, obeying the
efrective.mass Schr6dinger oquation

I(-h/2.mD)V2 -e/c4(r) = E4'(r).
Here E is the energy of the orbiting electron with respect to the conduction hand edge, £
is the dielectric constant of the semiconductor, and m" is the conduction band'%, effective
mass [2) (we have assumed an isotropic, non-degenerate effective mass, for simplicity).
The ground state of such an electron in the presence of its hole should be the hyc-ogenic
Is state, with a binding energy relative to the conduction band minimum of

Eg = (13.6eY)(m*lmor?),

439
R. Girkinda t al. (ed.). Progrets on Electron Properties ofSolids. 439-449.
01989 by Kluwer Acadenic Publlshers.
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SI Core Excltons
5

_,Hjalmarson-Frenkel

0 "-.Wannler-Mott

.95

I2pI

•100

L F X

Wave vector

Figure 1. Energy versus wave vector: ilustration of a qi 2p core excitation in Si. The core hole
band is flat (lower heavy line), and the e"cited eectron is either (i) associated with the conduction
band minima near" X for the shallow Wannier.Mott exciton (dashed fine), or (di) in the antibonding
s.like A 1 deep level resonant with the conduction band for the Hjahmarson-Frenkel core exciton
(upper heavy line).

typically tens of meY. Such a correlated electron-hole pair is a Wannier-Mott exciton [3],
Analogous impurity levels to the Wannier-Mott core excitons have been thoroughly

studied and were thought to be completely understood until recently 14): the shallow
hydrogen~c donor states [21. The electrons of these states obey the same efrective-mass
Schr6dinger equation as the electrons of the core excitons, and exhibit the predicted
binding energies. In the case of P substituting for P Si atom in bulk Si, the physics of
shaLflow donor levels has been well-established for .1ecades. Therefore one expecied that
the Si 2p core ex iton would exhibit the same binding ent:gy as the P donor. It did not,
being in many experiments two orcder of -',aoa n:d, large r: 1). to 0.9 eY, 15-91.

Ile fai~ur: of the Si 2p core exciton bac," ,i -ne igy L,) match the P donor binding
energy was particularly perplexing because, tt, .on au' Li -,- proxinmtion (the Z + I rule
[1,101 or the opticald alchemy approximauon 1 ,l]), tri,- cor"t hole bh v zero radius and the
same charge distribution as a proton. in the case rf -,ore-exciteci Si, the ext.ited atom
with its 'proton' and electron is TP' (sin.Early core-excited Ga and In are "Ge" and 'Sn',
respectively).

Hence in the case of the Si 2p cor exciton, one expected an absorption spectrum that
reflected the spectrum of the 'P donor' impurity on Sj, with its small hydrogenic
efrective-mass binding energy: 13.6 eV (m"*/ m OJ). 'Me observation of much larger Si 2p
core exciton binding energies ranging from 0.I1 to 0.9 e Y [5] became known as the 'St core
exciton problem' - a problem whose explanation was complicated by the fact that the
experimenta results apparently did not agree. Indeed, the experiments c~ling for a bind-
ing energy almost the size of the S! band gap were particularly difficult to accept in the
light of theories existing at that time. Bassani [I) was one of "hte first theorists to recog-
nize that these observations called for a new theory of core excitons.

The differences between P in Si and a core-excited Si atom, SP', arc small: (i) because
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GaAs Core Excitons
5

" Tt Hjalmarson-Frenkel

Wannlrer-Mott

.5
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•20
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Figure 2. Illustration of the Ga 3d core excitons of GaAs. The shallow Wannier-Mot state lies only
2meV below the conduction band edge. The deep Hjalmarson-Frenkel state lies 0.4eV above the
edge and is a T2 resonance (13).

of the Franck-Condon principle [12], there is no lattice relaxation surrounding the core
hole, whereas the lattice certainly relaxes around a P impurity - an effect that has always
been thought to be negligible, and (ii) the differences in the core hole and proton charge
distributions have always been believed to be negligible. Hence a successful theory of the
Si core exciton problem would have either relied on dynamical effects such as time-
dependent screening or explicitly embraced the sameness of Si" and P - and ascribed the
apparent differences in binding energies to the fact that experiments probe different
aspects of the same defect (1). The latter approach now provides a simple and natural
solution to the Si core exciton problem, but had been rejected by many theorists in the
1970's because it implied that the theni-current understanding of P in Si had been incom-
plete.

2. Co-Existence o" 'Deep' and 'Shallow' States

The many apparently contradictory facts about the Si 2p exciton can be understood once
one recognizes that impurities such as P in Si have both 'deep' and 'shallow' states (4] -
and that there are corresponding deep or 'Hjalmarson-Frenkel' (13] and shallow or
'Wannier-Mott' excitons 13]. Infrared and transport experiments are sensitive to the shal-
low impurity levels while core exciton experiments resolve the 'deep' Hjalmarson-Frenkel
excitons rather than the shallow Wannier-Mott states. For P in bulk Si the deep level
lies slightly above the conduction band edge, so that the corresponding exciton has an
apparent negattive binding energy (4,14] (see Figure 1). However, if the Hjalmarson-
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Frenkel Si 2p exciton is near a surface, its energy is rather dramatically perturbed, so that
its apparent binding energy can be 0.8 e V[15] (see Figure 3).

Si (100) - (2 x 1) exciton

"U-. ESe

CE

1.00 
ES

l)Down 2
• ,u.75 -

LU 0.50-

Down 1
0.25 - ~

0.00 k'v

Layer 1 Layer 2 Bulk
Figure 3. Si 2p Hjalmarson-Frenkel core exciton energies at the (2X 1) asymmetric-dimer (100) sur-
face of Si, after Ref. 115. 'Up' ('down') denotts the upper (lower) surface site (assuming the St oc-
cupies the lower half plane), and results are given for the surface Ir.er (Layer 1) and the upper-
most sub-surface layer (Layer 2). These levels coalescc intu a resonance in the conducton band for
excitons in the bulk (layer oo).

Thus the explanation of the wiJe range of observed exciton energies is hat the different
measurements had different surface sensitivities, and probed core exciton binding energies
in Si, ranging from slightly negative values characteristic of the bulk to large positive
values (nearly the size of the band gap) at the surface.

A central element of this picture for the Si 2p core exciton was the prediction that the
Hjalmarson-Frenkel exciton lies slightly above the conduction band edge in Si, with an
apparent negative binding energy - a prediction that could be tested by measuring its
energy in Si.Ge1I 1 alloys as a function of alloy composition x. The theory (141 predicted
that the Hjalmarson-Frenkel state would descend into the gap and assume a positive
binding energy for xz0.27, and then re-enter the conduction band for larger x. The com-
position x=0.27 [16] corresponds to a cross-over in the conduction band minima of
SixGe 1 1- from being near the (100) X-point of the Br.llouin zone of S# for x = I to the
(11) L-point o! Ge. Bunker et al. 116] performed an experiment to test these ideas, ,,'d
concluded that the picture is correct for the Si 2p core exciton, but that the predicted
energies of the HjAlmarson.Frenkcl exciton were slightly lower than observed (see Figure
4). The resulting Si 2p core exciton binding en.rgy is about --0.06 eV.

The Hjalmarson-Frenkel core exciton level slightly above the band gap in bulk Si
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; WE"Wormler-Mott

Ftm

0. U 0.4 U. 0.4 1.i

Alley Composhtlon x

Figure 4. Energies (in eV) versus aCIoy composition x in SiGer_,. after Ref. [161. conducuon
band edges (light solid line), (2) Waraier-Mott exciton levels (dashed line), and experimental con-
clusions (161 (heavy solid line), obtain-d by analyzing data with an adjusted version of the theory
of Ref. [14).

corresponds to a 'deep' level of P in Si that is resonant with the conduction band. This
deep level had not been a part of the theory of the P impurity, and yet was demanded by
a fact that was well-known, but not fully appreciated: The central-cell defect potential of
a P substitutional impuriq in Si must be greater than 4eV deep, because the difference
between P and Si s-state atomic energies is 4eV. In a solid, it is impossible to have a
4eV perturbation potential that does not alter the electronic structure on a 4eV energy
scale - and the old shallow donor theoiy indicated alterations of the electronic structure
only on the tens of me scale of the donor binding energy. Thus, in retrospect (4), P in
Si must have, in addition to the shallow donor levels, four deep levels that lie above the
conduction band edge and are re.onanccs: one s-like level that corresponds to the
Hjalrnarson-Frenkel core exciton and a triply degenerate p-like level at higher energy.
These four levels are localized in space and arise from the four perturbed bonds ormed
by the P impurity when it replaces Si.

The same theoretical picture of Hjalm-irson-Frenkel core excitons in Si eesr.ribed
Ga 3d core excitons in the bulk 113,17,181 (Figure 5) and Ga 3d and In 4d excitons at sur-
faces (Figures 6 and 7) 117,19,20] in GaAs, GaSb, InAs, InSb, and InP - a dramatic suc-
cess because the surface exciton energies differ markedly from those in the bulk, yet gen-
erally agree with the theory.

The major difference between t,.c Si 2p core exciton on the one hand and the Ga 3d
and In 4d excitons on the other is symmetry. Dipole selection rules imply that the core-
excited Ga and In generate electrons in odd-parity states and therefore have the enerpes
of the p-like T2 deep levels of Ge and Sn, respectively. In Si, tha coie-excitd electron
occupies an s-like A I level.
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Figure 5. Comparison of measured [181 and predicted energies (in e0) of Hjalmarson-Frenkel
Ga 3d core excitons in GaP, GaSb, an. 'I~s, alter Ref. (131. The zero of energy is the conducuon
band edge.

3. Core Excitons in Superlattices

Superlattices are particularly ;nteresting materials for studying core excitons because the
superlattice band edges are very sensitive to the layer thicknesses, while deep impurity
levels are not. Therefore a (,' Id core excitation in a GaAs quantum well, for example,
would have its core excitatin energy (i.e., the Ge impurity T2 level) remain almost
independent of the width of the GaAs well while the conduct! )n band edge would
dramatically increase in energy as the well became thinner (due to quantum
confinement). As a result, the apparent core exciton binding energy (i.e., the energy of the
Ge impurity level with respect to the conduction band edge) increases markedly as the
well-width decreases. The physics is even more complex when the superlattice is not
lattice-matched, and strain is important.

In this paper we apply these ideas to Ga3d core excitons in GaAs 06Po4 /GaP
strained-layer superlattices. We believe that these are the first theoretical results for this
type of Hjalmarson-Freakel core exciton in III-V superlattices. Our goal is to show that a
Hjalmarson-Frenkel Ga3d core exciton at a site near the center of a GaAso.6Po.4 layer
can emerge from the conduction band into the fundamental band gap of the superlattice
as the layer thickness decreases. That is, its apparent binding energy with respect to the
conduction band edge changes from negative to positive with decreasing layer thickness
(see Figure 8).

The theory is identical to a theory for a Ge impurity at a central Ga site of a
GaAs 0 6P0 .4/GaP supeflattice. The theoretical formalism has been published for such a
defect in strain-fre- GaAs/A lGa _As superlattices 121-24], and can be modified in a
straight-forward manner to treat strained-layer superlattices. The strain energy is

E, = (a3 /64)(-,1[6c 1 + 12cI 2](id, -dol/do)+ Zsk[C - 2I(680,sk) 2)

where the sums are over the bonds (o! length d,,) connecting atoms I and j and over the
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Experiment I Theory

1.4 Ec 1.55 E

GoAs GaAs
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I225-UIEC 2 35 -in-Ec
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Figure 6. Experimental and theoretical Ga 3d Hjalmarson-Frenkel core exci on energies (propeU-
ers) at the (110) surfaces of GaAs, GaSb, and GaP, after Ref. [191. The valenLe and conduction
band edges are denoted E, and E,. The horizontal lines denote the bottom of the surface state
band.

distortions Oijk of bond angles defined by atoms ij, and k. Here cII, c12, do, and a arc
the elastic constants, perfect-crystal bond lengths, and perfect-crystal lattice constant of
the relevant material. There arc three types of ccntributions to the strain energy: (i) from
GaP, (ii) from GaAs I-Px, and (ii) from the interfaces. Three parameters define the
geometry of the strained supcrlattice: (i) a er, the lattice constant in the direction per-
pendicular to the growth or : direction (this is the same in both GaAs I- P, and GaP
layers), (i) c(GaP), the strained lattice constant in the . or growth direction in a GaP
layer, and tiii) c(GaAst-,P), the corresponding lattice constant in GaAs -,P,. The
strain energy is minimized with respect to these three parameters, and apcrp, c(GaP), and
c(GaAs 1-,P,) are determined. Then the off-diagonal (only) matrix elements of the Ham-
iltonian arc scaled according to the rules of Harrison (i.e., as d -2 [25]) and Slater and
Koster (i.e., the appropriate angle dependences [2. ,26]). Finally the superlattice electronic
structure and Green's functions are calculated, in the usual fashion [21-24).

The predictions of the theory are contained in the p-like T2 'Ge impurity' states,
because the 3d core hole is associated with TZ electron states as a consequence of the
dipole selection rules for optical absorption. The predicted band gaps for [001]
GaAso 6 P O 4 /GaP superlattices, are expected to lie slightly below [27,281 the expenmenta
gap, but within about =O.1 eV of it. The band edge of the bulk materials, both
unstraincd and strained as in the superlattice, are compared with the superlattice band
edges in Figure 9 (we have assumed a valence band offset for a strained
GaAs06 Po.4/GaP heterojunction of 60% of 0.33eV (29]). The corresponding 'binding
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Experiment Theory
InAs InAs

+ 4+
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Figure 7. Experimental and theoretical In 4d H-jalmarson-Frenkel core exciton energies (propellers)

at the (110) surfaces of InAs, InSb, and hIP, after Ref. 119).
0.04-

0.02'

S0.00--

CM

S -0.02-

N
Figurt; 8. Predicted apparent binding energy of a Ga 3d core exciton p:-like Iel at the center of a
GaAz06Po4 laycr in an NVX 10 GaAs06P04 /GaP supelattice as a function of N. Note that forso'"l (large) IV the binding energy is positive (negative).

energies' of the Hjalxnarsoti-Frepjkc! excitons are displaved in Figure 8 [281. As theGaAs0 6P0.4 layer becomes thinner, the conduction band dge moves up in enern' with
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Bond Edge Relations In (GaAs,,PjWI(GaPl. Superlattica
2.40

2.0

5 2.0 Epp(G&ASUPu E,1,(Oelasagl E,,(SL) E,OP) Ep,(G&P)

iC 020k

0o0 (Susined) (No Skein)

Figure 9. Band edges in unstrairsed and strained (as in the superlattice) GaAs06PO.4 and GaP, and
in the 5 x5 GaAs 0fP 0 4 / GaP supcrlattice.

respect to the core exciton, until the core-exciton level descends into the gap. For simpli-
city of presentation in Figure 8, we have plotted only the p,-like T2 core exciton level for
an exciton far from an interface. In the superlattice. and especially near interfaces, the T 2
levels (which are degenerate in the bulk) Split, with the splittings being largest near the
interfaces.

Sit.-Depndence of Core Exciton Layals

(GAA&S P..4)11 (GOP),

Ea. (SLI

Figure 10. Predicted site dependence of the Ga3d core exciton levels (in ell) in a SXS
GaAs06P0 4/GaP superlattice. The band gap of the superlattuce is denoted E,,(SL) The Ga
atomns ..-c at odd-numnbered sites. When only two lines are plotted at a site, two of the exciton
levels are nearly degenerate.

Figure 10 ilustrates how the core exciton levels should vary in energy for a SX5

GaAs 0 6P0 4 / GaP superlatticc, as the position of the core-excited Ga atom is changed. Of
course, experiments measuring such excitons should detect a broadened line whose shape
reflects the distribution ( f sites at which the excitons are created and the splittings at
each site.
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4. Summary

We hope that this work will stimulate efforts to measure core excitons in superlattices
and to show that suitable manipulation of band edges in superlattices by controlling layer
thicknesses will cause Hjalmarson-Frenkel excitons to mnove into and out of the band
gap.
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A theory of deep impurity le~els in superlautices is outlined. aind applied to ZnSe/Znj,5 Nn1 ,Se %kith the substituwional dopant
Ga7.,. Ga ns predicted to undergo a shallom -deep transition as a function of.x in bulk Znl-..NMn,Se. and sci Ga dopes ZnSe ri-tvpe
bt~u prc~ents Zn, 1.Mn,,Sc from being diop.%L n.t~pc c\.-n h\ mo'dulation doping. In ZnSe/Zn 0 , Nn1 ,Se superlattices. the hand
edgo .ire quite senriti~e to changes in the la'er thicknesses. but the deep le~els are not. As a result. shallowk-deep tranlsitions 35
functions of layer thickness are predicted to ccur. The ph~sics of shallow-deep transitions in superlattices is elucidated, and its
relevance to the iI-Vt doping prohlem is diseus ,ed.

1. Introduction band. making Si a shallow donor: 'out for x > 0.3
the deep level is in the fundamental band gap.

Every s- and p-bonded substitutional i *mpurity allowing the Si atom to trap an extra electron
in a semniconductor produces four "deep" levels rather than donaze one to the conduction band.
tn~t lie near dr in the fundamental band ta of rendering the material sem-i-insulating rather than
the host. These levels are due to the central-cell n-type [3). This shallow-deep transition is particu.
defect potential, and may all lie resonant with the larl\v interesting in superlattices. where the band
host bands. in which case the impurity is termed edges are sensistive to the choice of layer thick-
-shallow." Or at least one of these levels may i ness. but the d.e eesaent(]

within the Pap. in which case the impurity is
"deep" [1). Normally one such deep le~el is Al-
sy-mmetric or s-like and three art, n-like (and pos- 3. Shallow-deep traiwdtions in supcmrlart ices
si bly dgnrt.dpnigo h iesm er)degeerat, dpendng.on te sie smmety). One example of suich a transition is the Ga zn

impurity near the center of 3 ZnSe layer in a
2. Shallow-deep transitions ZnSe/Zn 0 .$ In,,,Se [001] superlattice. This imi-

purity :s a shall 'ow donor. with its A,-symmetric
In a \cry crude (but instructive) approximation deep level in the conduction band. for thick ZnSe

12]. the &ep levels are insensitive to changes of the layers. Fig. I illustrates ho"' the conduction band
host corroosition. atomic ordering (e~g.. super. edge of a .VX 10 sup~zrlattice passes through the
lattice versus random alloy), or pressure, and re- Ga derp level as -\ decrcawcs from V -I1 to
tain their 3bsolute energies. In contrast, the con- A' - I i single lay er of ~nSe). !n the thin super.
&utton and , alence band edges are sensitive to lattices* (for Ns < 3.according to the theory(.4)
such changes, and so it is rather common that a the superlatt1Ce's conduction band edge lies ahove
hand edze passes through a deep level. Lhanging the deep le'el: and Ga b- omes a deep impuri'y-:
the character of the impurity from shallow ic. the extra electron (relati'e to Zn) of neutral Oti is
deep. This is believed to be the case [3] for S trapped in the dc~p level, which can also trap an

Si on a cation site) in Al .Ga1 - As: for sc < 0.2 additional election of oppos ite spin. For thick
the A,-symmetric deep le~e: lies irn the conduction ZnSe layers (NV > 3). the exitr~ .'ectron of neutral

O(39.6029, 90/,SO'0 - Eklcvic: S..ience Publi~hers B V.
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Deep Trap Shallow Level
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Fig, 1. Well-ceiter Gaz. A, deep levels in (a) thin (I x 10) and in (b) thick (10 x 10) qluantum well ZnSe/Zn,5Mn0 5 $Se 10011
supcriattices. The thick wolid lines are the band edges of ZnSe and Zno.5hno,5 Se bulk semriconductors respectively. The dashed lines
are the superlattice hand edges. The short solid lines are the Ga ., deep levels. The Gna , deep level is above the superlitice
conduction band edge in a 10 x 10 superlattice and is in the gap of a I x 10 superlattice The extra valence clectron in the Ga zn
reonant deep level will fall to the conduction band edge in the 10 x; 10 superlattice. while in the 1 x 10 superlattice the extra electron

%kill occupy the ds'p level %% hich can also trap another electron of oPposite spin.

Ga spills out of the deep level (which lies above Fig. 3 illustrate5 the predicted dependence on
the superlattice's conduction band edge) and the alloy composition v of the levels of a Ga Zn, impur-
Ga is autoioinized. creating a 16ng-ranged Coulomb ity in the ZnSe laver of a I x 10 ZnSe/Zni, -

potential which binds the electron at zero temper- Mn,,Se superlattice. For x - 0, the superlattice
ature in a shallow donor level. reduces to bulk ZnSe. and Ga hats a shallow

Fig. 2 illustrates how the Ga deep level, the hydrogenic ground state donor level slightly below
conduction band minimum (CBM), the valence th conduction band minimum, which provides
hand maximum (VBM), and the shallow leve'. are nt-type doping. The Ga deep level 'i~cf above the
predicted to vary with ZnSe layer thickness A' in conduction band minimum. As the alloy composi-
an A' x 10 ZnSe/ZnO.5MnO,5Se superlattice. The tion x of the ZnSc/Znj_,MnSc superlattice in-
predictions use an empirical tight-binding Ham- creases, the band gap opens up and the conduc-
itonian (5.6] together with the Green's function tion band edge (measured wvith respect to the
method [1). valence band nax\-num) moves to higher e'icrgy

This behavior of the Ga deep level as a func- until, near v - 0.4, the bind edge passcs through
tion of layer thickness A' is similar to that found the deep level. For x > 0.4. the slabli ground st'li
as a function of alloy composition x in Zntl- of the neutral Ga impur:.,' in the I X 10
Nln,Se: for x > 0.1 the Ga deep level lies in the ZnSe/Zn1 ,Mn.,Se superlattice his the deep level
bind gap. not in the conduction band and traps occupied by one electron. This deep level can trap
electrons rather than donating themn. This means a second clectron of opposite spin. and so it
that doping of Zn , , Mn Se for x > 0.1 with Ga removes electrons from the conduction band.
should produce semi-instil:ting rather than n-type making the material semi-insula11ting rather than
material. which appears to be the case experinmen- n-tiype.
tally (7]. Even modulation doping of Zn1 -.,M,,nSe Shallow-deep transitions can occur when the
with Ga will not produce n-type material for valence band edge posses through a deep level.
x > 0.1. because Ga is a deep trap in both layers much the same as when a conduction band edge
of a Znj,NMn,Sc/Zn1 .,Mn,Se superlittice for does. The valencc-band shallow-deep transtitions
i> x > 0.1. normally have a much more dramatic effect on the
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GsZn In (ZnS*lI(Zfl, 1Mn, 1Se,* Superiluico Dependence on x
Shallow-Deep Transition

Ga2 M In (ZnSe), / (Zn,. 1Mn,Se),0 SuperIattic0

TRANSITION
jDeep LevelLel

cam 3 0 Conduction
D e p T r p C) a n d E d g e e pI T a

Shallow Level ' 2,9
2.5 CA

U, W Shallow Level1 _____________________2.7

I00 02 0i O

o 2 4 a 1 10 12 Fig. 3, Predicted dependence on Nin .concentralInfl x of the
ZnS# Layer Thickness N 02 z, deep level, and the thallh~k Jonor level in I x 10

Fig. 2. Dependence or deep levels and superlattice band edges lev S renart with (0he surlnutin b 'rd hen 0a,4 A)dee

on ZnSc layer thic~ness V (number of ZnSe molecules thick) It is Ga ashallowit h do o nu io and s e x dee trap (mak.i

for N X 10 ZnSe/ZnO,$MnO.!Se superlattices. The thick lines by thelo eonora elecrtro.nd (or x dee 0 raocuie

are the superlattice conduction band (CBM) and valence band b h xr lcrnfrx>04

(\'BM) edges respectively. The top of the ZnSe vale -nee band
twithout strain) is taken to be the zero of energy, The 'thin solid
linC is the predicted weli-center Ga2 ,, A, deep level. The. .0
shallow level, which follows the conduction band edge. is2.
depicted by a dashed line. A shallow-deep transition is predic-/

ted to occur around V - 3.

doping character of a material, however, because
they invariably involve p-like deep levels capable .
of containIing six electrons (whereas the conduc-
tion-band shallow-deep transitions normally in- r1  ,-
volve A,-symmetric levels capable of trapping only 0.5-
two electrons).

\\/e believe that such shallow-deep transitions
are responsible for the different doping characters 1.0
18,91 of ZnSe (which can be easily doped n-type r

but not p-type) and ZnTe (which can be doped 15
p-type): de~ep levels that lie in the gap of ZnSe and btrap hohks inste.,'i lie below the valence band Fi.. hmtcerghadsutre(ngyn Vess

maimmin ZnTe and donate holes. Clearly one wive vector) of CdTe, illuwtrating liiw %train qualitatikely
way to enhance the p-type dopability of a 11.VI changes the valenct hand level %tructute with respect to the
semiconductor is to manipulate the semiconduc- deep level crnerp- and covers the deep level, ta The bulk
tor's valence band maximum, moving it up in Itemiconductor Aith .ideep hole tI .it a110 oeoftaifls at least
energy until it covers the deep hole traps. For one hole) within 0.2 tV of the valence ),and edge. The r, and

exml.the p-dopability of CdTe can be im- r, bands art pa-like bands Otli: are ~p:due to the large
ixample.spin-orbit lntera~m.)n in CdTt. -bi) A 2,%4 %uptrlatwie has isn

proved (101 by fabricating a Cd1 e/ ZnTe strained- internal strain that further ~.'~~the \alenctx hand and ctmers
layer superlattice. In this case the strain splits the up the deep level, xutoioni~ing the hoile,
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valence hand ma.\iim of the CdTe and covers generous support (Contract Nos, N000114-89-
tip deep hole traps in the gap slightly above the 1136. Af-AFOSR-89-0063, 1)AAL03-87-K-01 12,
alence band maximum (fig. 4). A more complete and N0530-071 6-05),

diSCUSSiOl (if this p-doping problem will be pub-
Ikhed else%%here (I I].
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Deep Levels in Superlattices
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The physics governing deep levels in superlattices and quantum wells is elucidated.
with emphasis on the importance of shallow-deep transitions caused by a band edge

I.'p.Z.ssing through a deep level, and the accompanying change in dloping character of the
impurity.
Key words: Deep impurity levels, superlattices

L INTRODUCTION T1. SHALLOW-DEEP TRANSITIONS IN

The mdem- definition of a deep energy level is a BL ALY

Klevel thlmt riginates from the central-cell defect DO- The theory of doping in semiconductors 2 has to be
tential of the impurity that produces it.' By thiis revised to account for the deep levels, which play a
definition. whic:. supplants the older energy crite- major role in determining the doping character of
rion of a levol within the fundamental band gap by an impurity and its stable ground state. The pr'e-
at least 0.1 eV, ma4-t deep levels in semiconductors vious tery of doping, e: .3ctive-mass theory,2 Sim-
lie resonant with th host energy bands and so do ply assu~ed that subst::utional imourities from
not fall Nin te bed gap. Indeed, for s- and. ?- Columrns to the right (lini teProdic Table of

T . bonded substirutonwa~ ~urities in semiconductors, the host atom would be donors (acceptors). This is

hni, one exnects f'our de levt.' near or within the fun- nor. always the case. Fi.1 shows how the relative
S orp damen'tal gat), assoc:atea1 with the four perturbed eie rgies of the deep) levels and he band edges de-

impurity bonds: one of A,-ike symmet-y and three t-iie:hcartrofadpant that by the old
of p-lUe symrmetr. A,, iu.p'irity is termed a deep rules should be a single donor, e.g.. P in Si. In most7;impurity if. one or more of .aese di-ep levels lies cases considered, the s- and p-like bonding orbitals

N within the fundamental hanLd gap, *m so can trap of the impurity lie well below the valence band
an electron or a hole-rem,~ -mg =,ariers rather than mamtmum and are -sully occupied by electrons: the
donating them. antibonding p-like orbitals are !empty and high in

'~3CIn this paper we consider aiom de, n levels behave the conduction band. The case of?. in Si corresponds
differently in superlattices and in -qa-~ wells to the conventional shallow donor limit: Its s-like

!C e from in bulk semiconductors. vR~ fi; that the ef. -deep level lies above th-? conduction bancd minimum
fects of a superlattice on the aeinut,. energy of a ICBM). and tzhe extra eiectron of neutral P, which

I\deep level tend to be Mi small, swi.'ting C'Splitting would occ-u-. that level. snills out and falls to the
-ndlthe level by an amount of order 0_ ,. _;V or less, and conduction band edge. ivnizinir the P. The extra
lit) in most eases localized to wit.,in ~ three Coulomb potential of P' then binds the electron fat

biatomic laye-s of an inter: .ace berw t rx he S',Ier- zero tem~erature) in a large-radius hydrogenic
lattice's contirfuen: materials. Therevurv. aL ",7-St shallow impurity level. which is easilv ionized ther-

Inglance, the physics of deep levels in superla=ice,. mnail: in this case P is a shallow dono- impurity
Cwould atuoear to be uninteresting. However, the ef- (Fi. la). Si on a Ga site in GaAs and Ga on a Zn

Ph1 fect of th superlartice on the host *Zz.,d edgte 1S site in ZnSe are similarly shallow impurities.
:a r quite dramatic for small-period super'attices. vio- ftecnuto andege of 5i wereabvth

rhOid.in quan:tr oniemn effects and tyia-yde level (Fig. Ib), then the extra P electron would
:1shifting the superiar-ice bard edges away from th" occupyv the deep level. and the P would be neutral

Ilarge-period superlaL-tice edges by several terths ci instr' "d of ionized. T'ne deep !cvel would be capable
an eV. As a result of the confinerner:- n,~ce cC ta .-gaother eiectron of, opposite spin (con-*
movement of band edges in superlartices. these etsve:'ting P' to'-j or another lic'- lconv7rting P, to
can often pass through a deep level. converig a P-). In this hypothetic;: case of a deep ievel in the

Purmshallow imp)urity into a oeep) i:-1pur~ty. (No!e '~ ap. P would be a doer imnouritv. Of course. P in Si
aist~nct:or. betwveen a deep r) o~:v which haw. it is not a cree -puxi-, oit Bur2-:e* r et al. have show,.n
least one of ..3 (%-q !evels'in the rfundamen:'l that ;n there it- a ranize of alloy coinposi-

(and a deep' .c'. * iich may or may not be u, 1-.he riorns x. such mnat t!,e conduction band edge is above
gap.) Such shajow-dee!n transitions as a funct:,n of the P s41ke deep level and ? sin.Ieed a deep trap.
cecraasing superiactice iayfr :nickness are the nos Other similar deep traps are %xvaer on a P site in
dramnaTic super,"acice exnects on deep levels. GaP, Si or. a Ga Site :n At).a,*.s and Ga on a

w~eeAvd niv -,.A ozssioil~'' i t i nameliy that the s-like
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1!I11 Shallow
___________ ~ ~ ccptor

/ ILevel

shallow IiIllI!1;.,I

Shallow Deep False Valence
Impurity Impurity Imnpurity

(a) Nb (c

Fig. 1 - flustration of how the deep level strcture relative to the band edges deteriines whether an imlpurity is (a) shallow. (b)
deep. or (c) false valence. Electrons (holes) are denoted by filled circles (open triangles). It is asued that the impuruy is from one
Coilmn to the right in the Periodic Table of the atom it replaces. s-ach as P in Si. Deep' (shallowl leveis are solid (dished) lines and
the band gap is sra-.ped. CBM and 'IBM denote the conduction band minimum and the valence band maximruz. respect-vely.

P deep level might lie below the valence band edge Shallow-deep transitions were first demonstrated
of Si (Fig. 1c). In this case the hole that would nat- as a function of alloy composition by Wolford and
urally Occupy that deep level were it in the gap would Streetman for t.he N isoelec-tronic impurity substi-
instead bubble up to the valence band maximum: tuting for P and As in Ga.A_!._-. alloys (Fig. 2).5
the P' imrui,- would be negMarivny charged, and Their systern.cic sn~idies on carez'ui!l ion-imalanted
the charged impurity would bind a hole in the re- alloys showed that the Column 1.1 dopants S .and Se
suiting shallow acceptor level. In this hy-nothetical produced hydrogenic effective-mass donor levels that
case, we would say that the P impurity has a f'alse followed the band edges as a ftinc:ion of alloy comn-
valence of mainus two relative to its normal valence, position x. but that ox:ygen produced a deep level
in that it wvould act as though it cam-ne fr.om Coiiuirnn that was unattached to any band edge and .varied
II of the Periodic Table instead of' Column V, hay- linearly with :r. Column-V nitrogen behaved like
ing the character of a shallow accernor. Of course, Coiumn-VI Oxygen. as a fuunc-dw-n of x, although it:
the resultant P deep level does not *actually lie be- energy level in Ga? is shallower energetically than
low the valence band maximum. and so this case- S's or Se's, and for x <~ 0.2 the 'Y level disappears
which appears to be quite preposterous to persons into the conduction band. These data showcd that
who thini: in terms of t6he old eii';ec-zive-mass ideas- the N level is actually a deep level, similar to ox-
does not occr for P in Si. But it does occur ft r In vgenr and diantlon h ilow levels, and that
on a Te Size in Pb1 _,Sa.Te: In. is well know-n :a be the deep) level passes into the conducti-on band rather
a donor in PbTe and an acceptor in SnTe-a be- easily. (For simpiic,::, we call this a shallowv-deep)
havior that is now knownr to be a conseq "uence of the transition even tho-ugh the ". be n., isoelec-tronic to
small band gap passmng through a D-lik e deep level As and P. does not produce a sha!'ow donor level.)
as a function Of alloy compost:ion4 (rather thian in 7rey also indicated that S5 and Se m~ust also have
changing, its site!. As a rule. f'alse valence in-.nuri- dee:n levels similar to those of N ard oxygen. lying,
ties are onir. to be exected in sz-a' band-,---- se-, cbu he conduct.i -in band minnnum.~ .nally, since
conductors because 'alse valence !s associated -inN is isoelectronic -o P atnd As. the defect potential
a level moving across the ap an~d is most ea.,iiy refpi)1-0e orpro. -. nq tme de-xp level is. to a good
achieved if the gap is small. aorimoximation * coruinec to -.he cenra: cell-and -so



Deep Levels in Superlatices

C81A
2.3 GaAs ~P -~- $lie3lk

2.2 /

2.1 XVM________ I

/ Zn~e: Ga ~ Zn0 Mn 0 Se: Ga~

n-type semi-insulating

/ (a) (b)

1.7 /Fig. 3 - Schematic energy level diagzsm of Gat. in (a) ZaSe and
/~ s (b) ZnM S.illurnn the s-like and p-like deep levels. Holes

/ SSe(elecoronsi ure denoted by open triangles iclosed circles). The lowest
1.6 /shallow level is dashed. In Z.-LiSe the s-like deep level of Ga :s

above the conduction band minimum (CBL'fl. causing its electron
to be autoio~ued and trapped in the resulting shallow level ia:

1.5 zero temperatue) In this cn.~e. Ga is a shallow donor impuntye,
makilng ZnSe n-type. The s-like leve; i. in the gap for ZnLt,
is a deep trap (for either an electron or a boie). and makes th3

1.4 0 aterial semiinsulating.

1.3 ' . g to shall ow.-deep transitions, which are now well-
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 documented.

~ I Analogous transitions occu~r in superlatticer as
GaAs X GaP functioms of the layer thicknesses"'" To 'under-

stand this, consider Si in the middle of a GaAs &ayer
Fig. 2 - Schematic summary of the energy le-jelq of GaAs%-.", in a Ga.~s/Aeo.:.Gao3AS superlottiee, and recognize
with N, 0, S. and So anion-substitutional impurities, versus al- ta

loy composition. as determined by Wolford et al.' The zero o:-en: ia a Si on a Ga site in Gaks is a shallov" donor
orgy is the valence band masjnmum. tand X label tho cnduedion imuxvi~, but that Si on an At site in AtAs is a

Lband omma atei -0 'And'.A - C2-'/at)(1.O,O) of Brillouin aeep zraD. As an initial approximation, think of the
zone, respectively. The thin 'Alid lines labeld N are the absolute'energy of the Si deep level as being inde-

- measured nitrogen and oxygen deep levels, and tht ned lines Denden of the Gaks layer th. dkness.
are he an Seshalowlevls.If the GaAs laver is thick, then the band gap )f

the superlattice is approximateiy equal to the barda
the data demonstrated that deep levels are due to gpo as ftelyri hrte h uelt
the central-cell potential, giving rise to the modern ice band gap s almost the AeAs gap.W Hence, by
definition of a deep level. All of these ideas were reuigt hckssoteGaslyrtisp-
revolutionary and controversial at the timne they were sible to move the superlacrice conduction band edge
first propose.. but are now well-established. Some fxrm t-e energy of :he bulk Ga.As conduction edge
other impur±:ies that e.xciitsalo-ep rni to that .f Ae'As. Mhs is a a-uanttum confinement ef-

tions as functi13ns of alloy composition are Sona c-.. Since the s-li: e iepD level of Si is relatively
Ga ste n A4a~A"8 7  nd a ona ctionsit in constant in energy, -,he superiattice band edge moves

Zn,_.A-MrSe' (See Fig. 3). For small X, these impur- h S ~ e'l h LS ae~i~
ities are donors, causing the host semiconductor to aecreases-and1 Si is predicted to undergo a shal-
be n-cype. For larger x they become deep traps, in- low-deep transition. This is illustrated in Fig. 4

hibtin coduciviy, nd rodcin sei-isult- for the thick Ga--s wells in an 18 x 18 Ga.As!
ing behavior. an rdcn eii~a- ACO.Ga.VAS SUperlattice and for thin Gaks wells in

a 2:< 314 SUperlattice. In thin Ga-.%. quantumn wells.
S-i on a Ga site is predicted to be a deep trap.

MI. SILL.LOW-DEEP TRANSITIONS Figues 5 and 6 show how relatively insensitive
VESU AYRThC NESS IN the deep ltevels in a1 .uerlattice xare to the super-

SUPERLk'PrICES lattice ordering, in comparison wuth the band ed~ges.
Note tha: the Si s-like leve; shifts oniiy slightly ne:Lr

In the alloy hosts. the band et.l;es vary ,with aihoy -3n inter face (<0.1 eV)l ar..i assumes its bulk vaiue
composi ion anda pass Lhrcugh the deep ievels, lead- near t.he center of a !a-;,,. The s-uot:.iaialce effects
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2.2 18X18 2x34

2.0
Si-------- ------ Cam

1.8 a

SGa

0 1.6 _

~- 1.4

w 02 Egap(A1O. 7GaO.2'As) E,,ao(GaAs) Egap(SL) gpS)

-U0.2 
VB

-0.4

(a) (b)

Fig. 4 - Schematic illustration of he shallow-deep transition as 'a function of layer thickness for a Sir. itmounry near the center of
a GaAs quantum well in a [0011 Ga s/A17,-Ga,SAs superlartice.- The bulk energy band edges vs nosi~ion in h~e !001) direction axe
denoted by thick solid lines. The superlartice band edges ame denoted by dashod lines. For the 18 x 18 suneriaatice, -,he well is IS bi-
atomic layers thick, and the Si deep level lies above the suoetattice's conduction band rainmwnm (CBMl. dashed line,-causing Si to
be a shallow donor. In the 2 x 34 s'uperlartice, the s-like de level is below the CBM of the superla-tice. and Si is a deep trap. Note
that the CBM of the superlattice is the first confinemnent level in a Kronig-?enney model.

have virtually disaD eared for impurities more than orbital oriented toward the GaAs and the lowest
three bi-atomic layers from an interface. (See Fig. being cirected toward the AC 0).Ga,)3-s. (See Fig. 6.)
5.) The variations in the deep level energies that do

The p-like levels have similar behavior, splitting occur axe caused by the g-.eater c Iecrroposizivity of
near an interface (of order 0.1 eV) with the highest. the AC and the valence band offset. For deep levels
energg surierlartice state of a cation vacancy in 1- near the valence band maximum of the superla-,
X 10 GaAs/Af.-,Ga,.:As corresponing to the p-like tice, the superi attice- induced splittings of the va-

Cation-site Si Substitutional A, levels
Bulk Bulk

2.4 F GaAs 3 x10 GaAs/AI .7 O0.Az Superl attice Al .Ga .As

2.0-

1 .6f OF
> I.4 j.

(Gas)Egapt SL) EgoP( AlO.Gco.3As)

C
W 0.2~ - _ _ _._ _ _

-041GaAs I Al, Ga 0.5 As=

0 5 10 15 20 25

Site fi in Stoperattice
:1g. S- Predic~ed energy ltvels ofa i.,. rnounty in buik Ga-As. ait various sites d3 in ai 3 !010011 Ga_-a,.- *G'2As suner;iatt:~c
and in bulk At,-Ga ,As. .xfe Ft..Note ':iat Si is a shadjow conor n G.Ls. anc; ai ceo trap ;n th-v ,;er:at*.*ce anu in A__,A
The cation sites ozf :e suoer:-auce corespona to g being an oad :nteg-er
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Cation-site T-derived Vacancy Levels
3v1& Bulk
l;~itxlO GaAs/Al .G*1.3 As Suverialtict AI*,G4,.1As

1.7,

> f .5 --- ~- GaAs Al0*7 Gao0J ,, sLElI I IG~ )E4 S qp l.G3,&

a E .b Gl b, VBM(SL,p,:P Y

0. 2 ____*nob_

-0.3 b,

SSite. i S 5perittice

Fig. 6- Prediczed energy levels of a cation vacancy in bulk Ga.As. at various sites A in a 10 x 10 (0011 Gaks/At, Gaq.AS superiattice.and in bulk A4Ga, 3As. after Ref. 7. Note the signiicant splitting of the valence band ma.'cnum in the superlattice. and the corre-spoading spiting of the p-like TI.derived deep levels, even when the vacancy is distant from -.he interface ibecause the host specrrsl
density of the superlattice is likewise split).

lence band and the host spectral density are re- We speculate that the defect responsible for the
flected in the deep levels, even for levels distant from relevant deep level is antisite Zni, namely Zns. and
an interface, ZZlT., or. in the case of Li doping, an antisite dopa.;

In contrast to the deep levels, the band edger, phbft Us. or Li-!.,.Y Ou~r analysis. however, does not de.and split considerably from their bulk energies in pend on either of these identilicaticris. and the pic-
the superlattice. ture we propose dezendsi only on there being a de-

fect with a deep level slightly above the valence band
maximum ca~aoie of trapping holes in ZnSe; theIV. APPLICATION TO THE IU-VI DOPE~'G corresponding deep level in, Zn must lie below the

PROBLEM valence band maximum and donate holes to the va-
These ideas about deep levels can be used to cir- lence band. (Fig. 7.)

cwnvnt he i-V dong pobln~.S~td am~, Our goal is to construict a superiattice with a band
the II-VI semiconducttrs are primie candidates'for gap rar that of ZaSe, but with a superlattice va-
optical semiconductors operating in the green. blue, trnce and heaeimum cohaet lies aove thelo Zn e oland ultraviolet portions of the spectrum, but are ta n ec ilcneti noasalwacplimied y te dffiult ofdopng hembot n.and tor. One way to do that is to embed thin layers oflimied y te dffiult ofdopng hembot n-and GaAs in Zn~e. The valence band edge of GaAs is atpo-cype-which is required for fabricating light- hihreegihnttt of Z-Se. while the conduc-
emitting diodes. The p-type doping is especiall.y tion band minima of the two ma:rrials are at al-problematic in II-Vrs. A notable exception is ZnTe, most the same enery.k'' Therefore y choosing thewhich is rather easily doped p-rype, ! ui not nityp- thickness of the GaAs we can "ture" the superlat-in contrast to ZnSe and most other fi-VI semiucon- tice's valence band edge so that it lies above the Zn~eductors whijch are n-type datable but not. p-type. Thn-zs hole trap, without greatly altering the energy of thea major mystryw has been why ZnTe's doping prop. conduction band edge. .See Fig. 8.) The resultingerties are so differer: from ZnSe's and those of oter rdce lo eprtre adgp aegvni

We pro's eitefloigeplnto fZ.~ Fig. 9. Land gaps even further toward the blue are
unuualprolivty owad -tye dpin:~ ll ut possible with 1.GaAs 1..,1ZnSei~jZnSe superlat-

the most carefully grown ZnrSe and ZnTe have de- tcs
fects which produce p-like deep levels at energies
slight aboue the valence band maximum of 'ZnSe. .SM AYbut below the valence band fdg of ZnTe. As a re- V. .UULR

suit, the deep) level trapls holes in ZnSe (Making the In summary we '-ave shown r.,at in typical su-material semi- insulating-.. but provides free holes in periattices, the deen leve' i-ege do not chargeZnTe (making ZnTe !'.ty.pej. Namely, if random much: tw.oicallv of order 0.1 e%' or an impurity atZnZel-,Te, alloys could be g-.ownT. these deep levels an irtertiace. the s-like leveis shift and -.he o-likewould cause the defect to undergo a deep to shalilow levels sojit wvitii th~ -*ri directed toward ore
transition wi.h increasing x. material having absolute entrg'es close to the buik
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ZnSe ZnTe defect energy for that material (e.g. '_JaAs or-
2.8  _ CB CIIM Aeo.-.Gaq.3AsL_ The interface spitting and shifts die

out rather rapidly with distance from the interface,
virtally disappearing within three atomic hi-lay-
-e unless the level is p-like with nearby p-like host

sha4lo states. in which case irzs splitting, reflects the split-
vshllo In coIatt h eplees hc r ea

holeaccetor ting of the host superiatti ces spectral density.

0.0 VI tively unaffected by the superlattice order, the band
edges of small-period superlattices exhibit the ef-
fects of quantum confinement, and so can lie any-
whiere between the lower and upper conduction band

Semi-insulating p-type energies of the twvo bulk materials which constitute
(a) (b).the superiattice-with the exact superlattice band

edge energy depending on the 'ayer thicknesses, es-
Fig. 7 - Illustration of the proposed shallow-deep transition pecially the si-nall-gap layer (e.g. GoAs). Therefore,
explanation'of why ZriTe is easily doved p-type but ZnSe is nio:: the interpolay between t-he'confinement effects on the
p-like hole traps (a) in Zcze ai.3ve the valence band niaximum adegsadth nestvt o h eplvl
instead (b) lie below the valence band maximum of ZnTe-and badegsndteiestvtyothdeples
hence are shallow acceptors. to the superiartice ordering can lead to shallow-deep

.-- - - -transitions whbich change the character of a dopant
fr-om, say, an n-type donor to a semni-insulatLing deep

WCi GaAs/Z.-Se 1001] Superlattice trap).
the concept of shallow-deep transitions for p-like

deep hole traps iyinga slightly above the valence band

L A maximnum of ZnSe has been proposed as a possible
l-~ :~ h e%-olanation of why ZnTe is relatively easily dopedI I ptypein contrast to other i1-VI semiconductors.

2.0 I inally thils concept has been used t.a design GaAs/
-- ZnSe: 2.8 eV GaAs: 1.5 eV SL: 2.3 eV ZnSe srnali-oeriod superlartices which have almost

the band jap of ZnSe and almost the doping prop-
eries of GaAs.' ''

wu 1.0F

*-4.:Y ----------- A CRINOWLE DGMNE XTS
0.0

/ We are grateful to '.he Ofifice of Naval Research
Deep Level and the Defense Advanced Ecstarch Projects Agency

Fig. 8 - Schematic :ilustration of how tin-layers of G"~ in a for their genierous su-pon iCoi.-:ract Nos. N00014-
G&A.s/ZaSe superiartice can hemD cover up a deep level. waich is 8.0-J-11.36 and IN0530-0716-O5).
a hole trap in Zm~e. causing it to become a shallow acceotor. The
holes bubble up to the valence ba nd mnrmum of the superia:-
tice, after Ref. 18.
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Self.Consistent Antlferromagnetic Ground State for La2 CuO 4 and CuO Via Energy Band
Theory

Robert V. Kasowski1 , M.-H. Tsai2, John D. Dow2, M. T. Czyzyk 3

1E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company, Central Research & Development Department, Experimental
Station, Wilmington, De. 19880-0356
2physics Department, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Indiana 46556
3Catholic University, Nijmegen, Netherlands

We have used the pseudofunction (PSF) method to compute self-consistent spin- polarized energy
bands for La2CuO 4 and CuO. The ground state is found to be semiconducting and anti-ferromagetic
(AF) for both La2CuO 4 and CuO. For La2CuO 4 the Cu moment Is 0.35PB. For CuO, the moment is 0.68
pe8 on the Cu site and 0.19 p8 on the 0 site. The moments are in agreement with neutron diffraction
data.

The pseudofunction (PSF) method[1] with a varies from 0.35 eV to 0.06 9V. This band Is 0.17

local density potential(2] has been used to compute eV wide for the PSF method[3] and approximately

spin-polarized energy bands for La2Cu04 (214) 0.5 eV for other methods(4].

and CuO which give properties in good agreement The spin polarized energy bands for CuO

with experiment. The PSF method uses a local give a larger gap of 0.2 eV. The recent crystal

orbital basis set employing the full potential structure determination with neutrons was used[3].

including the core ,tates and non-spherical There are 16 atoms in a monoclinic cell. The non-

corrections throughout the unit cell. Nine s, p, d spherical potential was expanded in 18513 plane

basis functions were used on the metal atoms with waves in order to allow very accurate description of

s, p sets on the 0 atoms. The basis functions are the potential.

continually changed during iteration to self- ,

consistency so as to optimize the description of the/ .

charge density. The pseudoluntions and the non-

spherical part of the potential are expanded in 2 ___

plane waves.

In Figure 1, the spin polarized bands near Ef
are Plotted for 214. The band gap between filled0
and empty states varies from approximately 2 eV at
rlo 0.06 eV on the hexagonal face. The bands are

relatlvely flat in the Z direction because of the

layered structure and are not shown. For the spin- -2-

Polarized bands, the gap varies from 0.35 eV at X
and M to 0.06 along the M to N and N to S Figure 1) Spin polarized energy bands near the

'retlons The necessity that bands be narrow on Fermi energy for La2CuO 4! ..
hIs hexagonal face -thus becomes obvious since

.Fthe Spin effect which gives the semlconducting gap

,2,..1-4534/89/S3sO 0 Elsevier Science Publishers BV.-!!h-HoIllnd)
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In Table I, the moments on the Cu and 0 - ..

sites are shown with comparison to recent neutron
diffraction data. The agreement Is very close
indicating that the local density energy bands are ,
giving an accurate description of the ground state.

Table I. Comparison of calculated magnetic 0"
moments with experiment. W

La2CuO4
Calculated Experiment "

Cu 0. 35liB 0.35..
0 0.0 small

CuO
Cu 0.681gB 0. 65gB 1,

o 0-191113 0. 1413
The importance of the description of the ,

potential Is illustrated in Figure 2 where only the
band at the Fermi energy is shown. These -'i
calcualtions are non spin polarized as we wish to r M N S . "L

illustrate how the band width Is sensitive to
description. The band at El is very broad in the top energy b at,'-
panel because the potential was limited to only 4913 and 15356 plane waves in tntial.;z
4913 plane waves. The band in the bottom panel

is very narrow because 15,625 plane waves were
used. The wave functions and their plane wave References
description were identical for both calculations.
This result apppears to be a convincing means of 1. R. V. Kasowskl, M.-H. Tsai, T. N. Rhin

D.1. D h m lsP y .R v,;.', •o

relating band widths and accuracy of description. D.D. Chambiss, Phys. Rev.B i

Finally, the CuO bands were also calculated (1986).

with spin polarized augmented spherical 2. U. von Barth and L. Hedin, J. Phys..
wave(ASW) method. Identical postlons, unit cells St. Phys. j 1629 (1982).
and k point sampling were used in the ASW and 3. J.B. Forsyth, P.J. Brown, and B.M-W,.
PSF calculations. The ASW method found the J.Phys. C: Solid State Phys. Z.1,19§:

ground state to be metallic with no magnetic 4. T.C. Leurg, X. W. Wang, and B N.
moment on the Cu or 0 sites contrary to the results Phys. Rev. B37. 384 (1988).
obtained with the FSF method. Thus, the ASW and P. A. Steme, C. S. Wang, andTemnmerman, Phys.-Rev.S(My, ,:.,'

PSF methods give different solutions. R B ,
In summary, the Itinerant energy band model

yields a band structure which has a moment of
approximately the correct magnitude on the Cu site
and 0 sites for both 214 and CuO.

i *. , '.
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Relaxed-lattice model of isolated and paired isoelectronic traps in Gap

Jun Shen, Shang Yuan Ren, and John D. Dow
Dcparimrtn of PhYsics, Universii:' vof Noatre Damc, Notre Donic, Jndio,,o -6536

(Rere'vcd 25 October 19S9)

A simple model or isolated and paired iSoe~lectronic substitutional traps in GaO is presented that
succes~fullv explains the anomalous monotonic-in.,i ordering of the nth ntarmst-nciphbor (NN).-
pair levels, with pair energies that vary as the inverse cube or the N-N separation. Tnhe model is a
multiband dee-p-level thcory that includes the ceects of lattice relaxation around the impurities. It
is predicted that (Bi.Bi). pairs will not exhibit the monotonic-irt-n ordering of NN. pairs. that
(Bi.B3i), and (134130 2 will be resonant with the valene band, and that hydrostatic pressure can drive
the Bi trap into'the va~lence band.

1. INTrRODUCTION the number of host bands signifs-antly. mixed into the
chemical bonds of this defect. The earuier theories. noi-

Althouch luminescence associated with isoelectr-oni.- ably by Faulkner' and by Hsu cl cl., 9 em-rsloed onl,. ore
P-substitutional defects such as Bi and N in Gal' has band until Swarts el -'. 1dernorS-.7-ted that the natural
been studied for over a ouarter of a centuryv2 3 there -till dfcitfi n~otential had a stre:nzth so large ( eNV) that 2
is no theory which can e,;plain al1l of the following facts: multiban oe snc'2Vt eomlz the defect

(i) isolated B4~ products a deep hole trap =40 rneV abw:,-- potetial. .1t is now penerally accepted thL; the minimun-.
the valenice-band maximum," (ii) isolated Np produces number oa: bands reoeired, 1c prodvuce the SP chemical
in electron trap 11 rneN' below the conduction-band bonding i- eipht: The N :r~level 11, 6 "deep" It%-) oriti-
minimum, 2 fiii) luminescence associated with (Bi,Bi)', nating f.-cm the ce-ntral-zt!' pot.:i!.-_ as described b% the
pairs is not observed, and (iv) discrete luminescence lines Green's -function theory o-, H-jalmarson c; a.
associated with (N,N), Dairs are obDserved with the energy
of the nth nearest-negh bor pair being simply reaenof. INADEQUACY OF STRAI' .FR-F.-- TIJEORIFS
the separation PR, between the two N atoms in the pa-,r: Efforts to exitnd the ic>edNtheo3ry to NN, pairs 1

have no. produced the ob,-.Ved" monotonic depc;dce--
E (NN, E-( N)-R for n _*'2 on r. (or R,. ); see Fit. 1. Whi * :h-s failurt might Z:Pea..

at first p-lance, to, be a :)TOoet' of tht s:e itheoretical

Here NN, refers to the nth nearest-neighbor pair (with models, ;los:r examirna-ior. of th.- theocries rvlsthit it.

both N impurities on .-nion sites), E(N) is the energy, 0- i eea rpet :mc4 hc cn teefcso
isolated N, and 6 is a constant. Indeed, existint theories latc !"anaowin ~t~ umt t~oti n
have been inczrnable of satisfactorily 6escr-ibing the ob- NN.pir enerpies from eltztr~nic c-ouplinr alone, while
served ordering of the NN ,-pair levels,.and do no, eve cnraring th N imu _t:-nc n os tm t ie
predict the observed mono-onic variation with the stpa- of. a. .e.c icbed a~e i e ri.cnt h

ration~~~~ ,,(rtenihonubr Shrodirper equation fo: 2n, isC.ated.N .'mpu,-ii\ at site
In this paper we shall assume tnie accepted viewpoint. AC 0o

that the isoelectronic trap levels are deep levcls-1 due to
the ccntrai-cell potentials of N and Bi, and we shall 1)
demonst.rate that fi) a strain-fre: mod--] cannot, explair
the observed monotonic-in-n behavior of the NN,-p.ir. Here 6A is the deplvlwave function of an. isolatee-N
lines, nazmzly, if the impurities and host atoms ave az mpr'ya site A, and 1' sth efc potential. For
surned to inccupy sites or t:ne undistorted lattic: .e. i an NN, pa:. with one , impurnty -..i zhe rii and the
the effec-ts of strain due to the size mismatch of i-mpurity other. a: R.,, :he Shbi Cer illaicn. iF
and host. ?7e netl ected), then the energies of t.h: NN,.
pair lines are no- monotonic functions of r or R,, and (ii*W,- O-I*;.),P EtN.'i,
;I strain is incorporated in a simple model, then all of the " .

PbOove Unexplained facts -an be e-asily unders-rtod.
Thze Successful theories of the prototypic-al isoelectron- with approxi..-zti bonnin: &.nd antibondin; c-:12)sl
ctrap, isolated substitutional N in GaO, have all as-

sumed that VirtuaI'y the en-fir. defet* paltntial is kt- a.,
ized in the centi! cell; the theories diffetre.d, however, in

42 911 ic , 1000 74 Anit'"In Physicb* SOMPIF~
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Thomas+Hopfield Present FaulKner BrandJaros LMR Gil

10 -10.24 3,6

53=0 -4 -
5 -15

~70

C -2

9 10

2-

130-

150-

M1 I
(upper bound) -- a

FIG. 1. Binding eneryies of NN., pairs olbservcd by Thomas aid Hopfield (Ref. 2), and calculated with the prefent model, by
Faulkn~er (RM. 3), by B.-End and Jaros (Ref. 16), by Ltiet ci. (LNIX) (Re. 1S), and by Gil et cl. (Ref. 17). The zero of energy is the
free-exciton luminescence line. Note the ordering of levels with ni. The NNI binding energy for the present theory is an upper bound

estimated by assuming d*=dc,; see text.

Tecrepnigeeyismonotonic-in-n ordering of ;iine pair levels, there must be

some other effect which is larger in magnitude than theE(NN )=(N)+z(41'01R )-~ (I;'~~ j)) lectrornic coupling and which produces monotonic levelE(N N') =E( ) 60 VO 1 R 0 1 "R 14 )orderin. W e shall show that --astic strain due to defor -
XC H '(&OeR m~~~))i ration of the host lattice in t*he vicini' of the defect is

responsible for the observed ordering and also produces
or the correct magnitudes for the energies of the NN pairs.j

E(NN, )E~N)d0 (ld ~We are not the first to sugger: strain as the mechanismE (N . ):-EN-_'-,0(0dp,.0)v0primarily responsible for the NN,-pair energy levels in,
for large R,. 12 (This approximate result agr!ees well wit Ga?. Twenty years ago Allen" proposed that strain, arnd
more exact calculations.) Here the ov.-rlap integral is consequen~tial)\ deorato pc~enuas eerie h
(6~0l6p ); \%e hav: assumed that P, is moderately large, NN,. -pair bindinE ene.:gics in GaP. I:is theory fell into

cis an toor beevr locaiied wiihi theie impuelty celr. renceand we have taken the defect potential to have strength osaohwvr ea~ehsNrltdlvl eeroidly aztached to the conduction~ band edges and would
have preserved their enric.ics, \% it.- respect to the conduc-the NN-pair enricgy E(NN, ) has the same dependence on tion r-;nimum in GaAs,- Ps .- alycmo:inx

R.as the isolate&N de'lv wave function centered at vaedcnrr toa halycmpsinXSince ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ are thswv ucic skc oos2 eosrtonavo the observations.9 The important
demnsratonof Allen is that strain. producc-. an efftect oflate' as a function of R, and is not monotonic, we,, con- the correc: ord .er of1 ncgriude to explain the NN ,-pair

dude. that tht observe-.c NN,-pni, ene.-g-cs, wimch are data. This raise:s the ourstior. of how th: ta~.fe
mnonotonic, are no'. deterinnd precdornarntiv by the tneorics were able to obtzain NN,-p.,ir energi.-s of thec
electronic cout~lnz bct%%ce. the two irnt:1urilies. correc: orde!r o** magnitud ao: in-orrcctly o.e:red: 11f

b then- eectrcnic coupling and strain effects ai t of the
1111. ROLE QFSTRAIN required order olfmagrnitdto ;ii h dtte

correc: tneo.r% must accoun-, for the cornpettiont zitwet' LSince the electronic coupling between the t-Ao N im- these e 'F:. owt!,cr, in the two multi'oand :'ois
pIri.ties in the NN,. pairs does not pr-)Cuce the observed namnely thc'se o, I i i et. and arsndSnd"the
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coupling between N atoms or the defect potential Hjalmarson et a/. for the strain-free theory 19

strength is an adjustable parameter-and this parameter
leads to the large apparent electronic coupling with in- P,=/Gw(N)-wj(P)]
correct ordering. The theories of Faulkner3 and Gil and
et el.17 are missing the important effects of the valence
band' on the impurity levels. Thus the previous theories =,6,[ut,,(N)-wp(P)]
that attempted to explain the NN.,-pair energies in terms Here the w's are the atomic energies in the solid, as given
of a strain-free electronic-coupling model considerably ea.20overestimated the effect. " by Vogl etThe wave function of the N deep level is dominantly

hostlike and Ga-dangling-bond-like in character. Hence,
the effects of host d states are well simulated by the sp as*

IV. ISOLATED IMPURITIES moode, which is known to treat the host electronic struc-
ture well, and the relativistic effects (which are important

We incorporate the effects of lattice deformation and for Bi levels) can be neglected. The nonzero nearest-
strain - round an isolated impurity using the widely ac- neighbor off-diagonal elements of the defect potential V
cepted sp3s" tight-binding mod--l of Hjalmarson et al.' are obtained from the host-cr'stal matrix elements,
This model successfully described the isolated-N trap in scaled for the altered (inwardly relaxed) bond length of
GaAs,. 2 P, and many other deeD levels in a wide variety the impurity with its four neighbors:
of semiconductors. Most of the published calculations /ofdi D =To[(do//0 - I
based on this model did not incorporate the effects of
strain or lattice reiaxatio:, however, ahhough lattice dis- where d is the relaxed bond length and has a value be-
tortions are easily incorporated into the nearest-neighbor tween do( =2.36. A) and the sum of the covalent radii of
tight-binding model Hamiltonian, because the various N and Ga, 2.01 A. Details of the caiculational procedure
matrix element. T between orbitals centered on adjacent for obtaining the N deep-level energy are given in Appen-
sites obey Harrison's scaling rule and so are approxim.ate- dix A.
)y inversely proportional to the square of the bCnd length PHYSICS OF THE RELAXATION EFFECT
d: T = To(do/d):. Therefore, the defect-potential matrix
tof, say a Np defect in GaP, is localized to the impurity The qualitative physics governing the strain-relaxation

site and its four neighbors and to the basis orbitals s, px, effect is displayed in Fig. 2, where we use a defect-
p,, and p: (Ref. 18) centered on those sites. The molecule model. When a Ga atom (energy cr0,) and a P
impurity-site diagonal elements are the same as given by atom (energy cp) are brought together, . bonding and an

Defect Molecule Model with Lattice Relaxation

T2 (d) 4  conduction band

T 2  FGa" tN

~Ga*tN

ua SGa L Ga

To
2 (d-Jd)4

Np Bip

EN < a hl ra-,p T 2-

Valence band Ga Bi
(Un;*1L~bd) (tjrvew e-,

(a) ()

FIG. 2. Schematic illust:ation of the effects of "he centrat-cell defe:: potent:a.= and attice -claxa:;cr" on the dcep impu:rit. leveis of
(?) N1; (b) Bi .n Gap. See text for discussion.
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antibonding state will be formed. The banding state is Np In GaP, s-like A, levell
broadened in the crystal and forms the valence band,
while the antibonding state produces the conduction 24 CB4
band. When a N atom replaces a P atom (CG, > Cr > CN)h (Wlrelxaion) EN-~osN
its central-cell defect potential produces a bonding hyper- 2-3
deep level in or below the valence band and an antibond-
ing deep level in the band gap. The depth of the defect 2

ptntial is related to the difference in atomic energies of
P and N (Ref. 7), and is =-7 eV. Because the nearest-
neighbor transfer-matrix element T is almost the same for 2.1
N-Ga and P-Ga bonds, it is the larger (by =7 eV) en- I'EN (no 16axaivn)(a

erg), denominator EGI-EN which causes'the defect's 2.0

bonding-antibonding splitting [of order T0(Cr0 -Ep)'1 in0.5 .0 0.5 C2
the extreme tight-binding limit] to be smaller than the
host's-leading to a deep level in the gap. Because N has
a smaller covalent radius than P, the Ga collapses inward
and the transfer-matrix element T increases, owing to Bip In Gap, p-like T2 level
Harrison's universal rule T=Tod 2/d 2 (Ref. 2 1). The an-
tibonding deep level is pushed up due to such a lattice re- I(with relaxationl) E31 - ...Zlaxation by an amount of order T2[(d./d)'- I)(cr0 , [ bs.e rV-
-EN)-.'. When the impurity atom is larger than the P00
host atom it replzc-s, as in the case of Bi, the bonding 5. I :,
deep le'e, is puiii- up in energy by appro.-inmately Ii, 1 iIIIIlT2[(d 0 /d)'- I ](t -cB)-l as a result of.relaxation. I .tl ~

We assume that the relaxed bond length d is a linear w - lIei(oeluto) fIj l IIcfunction of Ar, t-e diffe.-ence between thet covalent radii N l~L! mU (b)of the impurity and the host:" 22ifhl~IIi~IHIGU iui. i I.iitiiiii

0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20b
d =d0 -l-Ar .

The parameter , is necessarily positive and less than uni. MIG. 3. Predicted results of latice relaxation vs the parame-ty, since the relaxation around a vacancy (the smallesi- ter X. on (a) the s-like A I level of N~. and Mb the p-like T: levelradius "impurity") does not annihilate the vacancy. We Bip in Ga?. The conduction -band. rninirnun. is denoted CB3Mdetermine the precise value of ). by requiring the theory and the valenice-band rt..-ximurn is VBM. The shaded area cor- P
for isolated Np to produce exactly the observed energy responds to the energies of it host bands.
level, namely I I meV below thL_ conduction-band

Nde. ote that without the lattice-relaxation effect
the N level would lie 270 me-V lower in energy. (Set Fig. Pesr eeoneo sltd83.) It should be emphasized, however, that ?. is a phe-PrsueDenentoioled9
nomenolocical parameter whose precise valuf should not and (81.81)n Pair Levels In GaP
be overinterpreted. We have performed calculations for a
variety of values of ?., usin-g various models of the defect .
potentia!,' and find the physics insensitive to the detailed
parametr-ic choice.-

At this point the theory is completely determinied for 0.1
isolated impurities, and we can compute the enerv level
of Bip-a defect that, without the lattce-rcexation 57
effect, would give a T:-syrnmetric delep-ievel resonant 0.0
with the valence band. But Bi is larger than P and causes ~ I"
an outward relaxation of its neigh boring4 Ga atoms-and A
this relaxation pushes the deep leve' up into the gap (see -0.1 jII
Fig. 3), where it lies gratifyingly close to the observed Bi II

Accord.~g to the theory, neither nrb poueC.
a deep level in the fundameinal band' gap of GaP-in10 2 5 3 5 6 0

agreement with experimen: Pr~ss 4r, fkZR.)When hydrostatic ',r'ssurc is applied to Ga.P, the Bilevel should move dow';n into the valence band-' (see Fit. FI G. 4. crd:e e~~ n~e on 'ssurc of the GLP C
4;. al-mce-band rnaxirum WB5 '; 6%.1. ~Iil:n-. and in.-In GaAs, we predict that the it dc e descenrds %.,:: M!e isolated-Bi i:ksolid line.' a_ 5.n *id isoclectroni: afundamental band gap with incrtased pressure-as ob- traps Iiiih; tciid lincs). '
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served "s (see Fig. 5). on linear-elasticity theory and the assumption that the
This same theory, applied to Bi on an anion site in strain fields of the two interacting N atoms do not inter-

GaAs or lnP, produces a level above the valence-band fere, breaks down. In this case, both N atoms will relax

* maximum in InP that descends into the valence band toward their common Ga neighbor, assuming a bond
i with hydrostatic pressure and a level in the valence band length less than do , GaP's bond length. Thus, for n = 1,
d
I of GaAs that remains there-in agreement with the ob- we can only say d'<do . To simplify the calculation of

servations." Clearly, this simple model convincingly ac- the pair energies, we assume that a single stretched bond
. counts for the principal experimental facts concerning length d', that of the N-Ga bond closest to the first N
I isolated isoelectronic traps in GaP and other 111-V semi- atom, characterizes all of the N-Ga nearest-neighbor

conductors. bonds of the second N. (In fact there is often a slight an-
gular dependence to these bond lengths.) Then we obtain

3 VI. NN, pairs the energies of the NN,. pairs using the Green's-function
method, as outlined in Appendix B.

S The model Hamiltonian for a pair of impurities, such The NN,-pair energies are in excellent agreement with
as NN,, can be constructed from the isolated-impurity the data, as shown in Figs. I and 6. The relaxation of the
Hamihonian as discussed in Appendix B. One new strain is responsible for the R,-3 and monotonic-in-n or-
feature arises in the case of pairs: one must (in principle) dering of the NN -pair levels as observed first by Thomas

' determine the relaxed bond length d' for each bond using d of the the r heres tteme
: elasticity theory. and Hopfield.2 Note that the other theories attempted
a An important point i that the strain field cicated by unsuccessfully to explain the observed ordering in terms

one N impurity at the origin influences the nearest- of electronic coupling between the two N atoms rather
neighbor bond lengths of the second impurity at R, One than in terms of strain. t
N, bcing smaller than P, causes the second N of anIt is noteworthy that the theory does no predict that
pair to move toward it by an mount approximately (Bi,Bi) pairs order monotonically with n or R. In this

given by elasticity theory. The second N's neighboring case the isolated-Bi states are p-like or T2 symmetric and

Ga atom that is closest to the first N also moves toward near the valence-band maximum. We find that isolated

the origin, causing a net elongation of the second N-Ga Bi lies in the tgap, as observed, and that some (Bi,Bi)
Sbond length, given by the gradient of the strain field: pairs, for n ?_ 3, lie in the gap as well. liowever, (i,.Bi),

d + R fnand (Bi,Bi), lie in the valence band, due to the strain asso-
d'=dll+' AIR 3) for n_ 2 , ciated with its larger radius than the radus of P.I where we have A =226a, and o26a±0.7904 ; 3o No (Bi,Bi), pairs have been report-.d in GaP, to our

This dependence of the strained bond length on R 3' is knowledge. It stands to reason that for very large n these
Srspairs will lie close to the isolated-Bi level-and so mwyrefected in the.NN,-pair energies. In the case of NNI not bc resolved. For smaller n the formation of enc ichpirs this expression for the bond length, which is based

Pressure Dependence of Isolated N Binding Energies for NNn Pairs In GaP

and NN Pair Levels In GaAs 1000

lJ1%IlI! ! flIhI =,! 1.. ! - upper bound: NN,

1.9 10 NN ~ 2

=, ,4 =n.  > 100,

1011, O preson:lneoryt3 ~NN .N4

ru t~l:; .') N to

slope .3
' ' I . '.

IN lower bound 1 10

1.3
0 ;0 20 30 40 50 60 70 tS

Pressure (kar) FIG. 6. Energies of NN,-p'ir nir:sc-ni. lints in GaP
(with respect to the isolated Nr ium.nescence) vs pair separaion

FIG. 5. Predicted depennences on pressure o :he GaAs and R, divided by th lattice consa-n: of GaP, a. Open circles ,re
e2ges r and X (heavy solid lines) and ,h- ioelee: ronic trip N, the present theory for r, _ 2: da:a are denoted b': soic triang ..

n COnparison with the oa:a of Ref. 2. Some NN, paurs are Note ;he R." depenc:nce causec, o' strain. T':.: upper bourd
?ISO Shown, and have sim.lar pr-'sure oepenoenees to the on th- NN:.;.air enerc,, vot:ned by assu:mn-. d'=d isIsolated.N eve disp}.-ved as a br.
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pairs to observe may be limied by the Bi solubility. The "o") site we have five orbitals 10.as ), l0.c,p, 10,o.p,. ),
interesting feature of the present theory is that it explains !0.^,p,), and 10,c.s ). Since the defect-potential matrix
why (Bi.Bi) , and (Bi.Bi), should not be observed, ever, if does not involve the excited state s*, we ignore that or.-4
these pairs form in suffiient concentration, namely they bital. The s orbital is a basis for the A I or s-like irreduc.
lie outside the fundamental band gap. To a good approx- ible representation of the tetrahedral group, and the three
imation, the (Bi,Bi), levels have the same dependence on p orbitals transform according to the T, representation.
hydrostatic pressure as isolated Bi, according to the Another set of basis orbitals can be formed from the
theory. It would be interesting if these missing levels pre- inward-directed sp3 hybrids centered on the first shell of
dicted by the theory, and their pressure dependences, adjacent (cation or "c") sites to the impurity. They are
were measured.

11, A 1,s )= Ih) I ) + 1 Ih3 ) + 1h, ))/
ACKNOWLEDGMENT'S I1,T,,x )(-Ih )-Ih, )+lh3 )+Ihd ))/2
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APPENDIX A: ISOLATED IMPURrf' where the hybrids are

We consider an impurity (e.g., Bip) in GaP at the ori- 1hI ) =(Iv2.c,s ) - Ivic.x ) - Iv,,c,y ) 1v1,c,= ))/2
ein with nearest neighbors at the sites 1h, ) = ( v ,,c,s ) - iv,,c,x ) - 1%,.c,y ) + lv,,c., ) )/2

v =( l,1,l)/4, 1h3 ) =(lv,.c,s ) - iv.,c,x ) -!v.,c,.v ) ."Iv.,c,: ) )/2,

v,=(l,-l,-l)o/4 , and
v.=(- 1,, - l /4, h (v,~ vcx)+Icy)Ic=))2

and If the defect potential matrix V associated with the im-
.=( - 1,-,1)a/4, purity is confined to the central eel and f's coupling is

limited to first neighbors (the latter being a strain effect),
where a is the lattice constant. On the impurity (anion or then we have the nonzero matrix elements of 11

1O.a,s) 11,A,,s) 10.c,x) 11,T,,x) 10.o,y) 11,T,,y) !0.a.:) 11,T,.:)

; D, 0 0 0 0 0 0

DS I/ 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 V1 D 0 0 0 0
0 0 DIP 0o

o 0 0 0 0 0
o 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1/ DP
0 0 0 0 0 0 DP VIP

where according to Harrison's rule,22 the int-ratomic pert'.rbation matrix elements are

D, = U, I (do /d) - I]

Lip = Up{(ao/l)- ,

and we have

V', T(5,s)- 3T(so,pc) ,

and

L7 T(sc,po)+T x,x)-' 2T(xy) .
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H-ere d4 and d are the perfect and relaxed bond lengths, respectively, and the matrix elements are the same as in Refs.
20 and 7. The deep impurity levels associatt-d with defect are obtained by solving the secular equation

det[ I- G(E)1,10,

where G(E)=(E -Ho)- 1 is the host Green's function, with matrix elements

* Here the sum is over the host bands v' and ten special points1' in the Brillouin zone. Because of the simple form of the
* defect matrix, the eigenvalue equations for A Iand T, levels become

'-G (O,a,s ;0,a,)r )+ [G (O,a, ; 1,,x)20 (,a, ;, ,)G I,, ; ,x )D- 2G (,, ; 1, s)D~ 0 ,

threefold degenerate).

This calculation has not included the effects of bond- 1', I'M0 R
-eth chances between the first- and second-nearest
-ighbors for two reasons: (il we wanted to present the
implest possible model containing the essential physics wvhcre each of V'(0) and 1/(R, ) is an S8X8 matrix, and

if (N,NI pairs, and (ii) these effects are vcry small, be- tne bond lencths in these matrices are the appropriate
:aus thy afec ~n irs-orer nlythe ybrd obi~ls alucs d' for the pair (as opposed to d). The resulting

:entered on the nearest-neighbor sites and directed cia- seua qtinsa16X6mtr:
yard from the impurity, whereas the level positions are
determined primarily by the hybridization of the impuri- Ke~-(~')=0
y orbitals with the inward-directed hybrids.

APPENDIX B: NN. -PAIRED IMPURITIES which is'solved for the pair energies E. The ten special
points wecre extended to 240 points by the 24 T,, symme-For paired impurities the defect potential V, is a direct try operazionsl$ and then were used to evaluate the

um matrix Green's-functior. matrix elements.
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DEEP LEVELS IN SUPERLATTICES

JOHN D. DOW, SHANG YUAN REN. JUN SHEN, AND MIN.HSIUNG TSAI
Department of Physics, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Indinna 4GS30 U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

The physics of deep levels in semniconductors is reviewed, with eniplesaiis on 11 r fact
tlaht all substitutiontal impurities produce deep leve'ls - sonic of which aaY not lie wi bin
the fundamental bwnd gap. The charter of a dopant chan~es when: one of iii' dee;' levels
moves into or out of the fundamental gap in response to a purturbation suech AW pressure
or change of host composition. For example, Si on a Ga site in GaAs is is shuflow donlo..
but becomes a deep trap for x>0.3 it, At4Gaal.xAs. Such shallow~d-.rs trim-aitaeons can
be induced in supcrlattiro~ by changing the p'eriod-widthis and quantumn rv'ulii..'n, -tat. A
good rule of thumb for deep levels ina superlattices is that the energy leve~t with trisect
to vacuum are relatively insensitive (on a >0.1 cV scale) to superlattac" j) .?Zud.w~(lQn5.
but that tie band edges of the superlattices are sensitive to ct sages o-* period. Heoree
the deep levJ; positions refaie to tI~e isind edgeu are sensitive to thu pcu.:"d-widths. and
shallow-deep transitions can be induced by b..nd-gap engineering the superlattice reriods.

*DOPING AND DEEP LEVELS IN BULK SEMICONDUCTORS

In recent years. the theory of doping has been revised from the old 0-T tive-mus
*theary II which explained the behavior of substitutional P ina Si aalo S" (r, ta As bite

(Se z,, in GaAs so well. In the effcctive-anass model, one simply assumed :hiat ist impurity
such as Se substituting fo. As would havet a singhy-ionizted rtalc grotual satl- c were
it no-, for the hong-rang-od screened Coulomb potential -e2/er which bliuads the 'extra"

electron of Se in a laydrogenie shallow-donor orbital with radius aftli2p/m Xt2 mucil larger
than at typical 1;.n-icc constant. (Here m' is the effective mass of thle dieto il thle
dlielectric constanwt of the ha~.and we have, for ,iniplicity of pre.-eatuswi'~.:, le.~
anvtnstrao1. of m'.) H%.dtrnqcnic effcctiier.mass theory has a &ignificitn: ji, --a.ve',

it o's n~:prdact lhioi ;. p.articular iniptariy suchwu Se in GaAs should 1,. a~a'~ inor.
but rathe: c.lumct. -hat all atoms conmg frcrn Columns to the right w* IAs (Coiu-1-::i.V)
ini thle Periodic Table arc donors, when they substitute for As. Tlae.ceoreceffreaive-niass
alaporv offers no criterion for determining when the extra electron of an implurity. such as Sc
in G,*.., i'tuid occ,:ay & dlocafized -shallow- '.:drogeaac orbital w!it thaita a

t -decp' t(,r:t:i. bh rilther asnaijr. that 4l impurity levels are shidnw
I ~Decau'c there %%.-, ti accepted theory of deep impurity level. iti s-tiuctiidutur.t'ev

cral verr Ago. ;tit unafortunatae semantic problvn Im.' an-en in the literntur.'. Shallow
cle-gy lechcl. were dvinnwd as leadls within _-0.1 0' of a hasid edge and 'icr th:inl

motvili s~i~facuit ;roidili-y ht room temperature Deep Iclals wtr.e level. irth
* fuArca-. *rai.-i 6end cap by aflame aa:a0.1 c\% With the adveiat of tile 'heary of diep level,.

t2j., c nerg y d bimaa: as beell blapph..atcd by otie that rviw%' in'irr t-, the lt,-:::nrAort of
lie, - at c saa : zs ciser7y 'vi h respect to it nemrby latt: edgv Sha!ioua w.cls ;-.rim- from t he

Itla q. -- i cd Coialona1h poteit:, la ofi ue defectL. Il I ia ha.4- ex: C ene. 11 dr t wvefii ic t i 11.,
a ~ ~~~ seawt !W t 1 :-t aa e. majs t lit.ry. Deep leachs origam ate fromajii:e pota- ~I atti amal of~

Oit cl fi r . k result. all 4- el. t at wrre .h 'hi. hj% tilepr aaa*ii .ae aidw
111.A Oise. l"xcel5t thatsa 'a f e ep lv% ha Y 1114 jita li dva iiiata' tia,. v, aaa.!~

Met. At& S.C SyMa PaoC Val 1#3 *190 L*tia Roti..rCh SOC.1a
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within 0.1 eV of a band edi' All 'thajtere deep by the old definition are also deep
•by the new one, but now therewasepiviously unanticipated deep levels that may lie in

the bands or In the gap within 0.1 iV of a'bidiedge. In thi! paper, we always adopt the
following modern definitions: A shallow donor' (acceptor) is a defect whoi'e only energy
levels in the fundamental band sap are shallow effective-masm theory levels. A deep trap
is a defect that has one or tnore deep levels In the gap, An isoelectronic trop is a deeptrap wociated with an isoclectros:ti substitutional impurity. An it-olectronie reftmiant
scattering center is an isoclectronic impau'ty whose dep levels lie energetically witii:n the
host bands and hence resonantly scater carriers.

The character of a substitutional impurity, namely whether it is a shallow doxor. it
shallow acceptor, a deep trap, an isoclectronic trap. or an isoelectronic resonant set.ocring
center is now known to be determined no solely by the position of an impurity in the
Periodic Table relative to the host atom it :ep.' ese. but also by the strength of the central.
cell defect potential and the energies of the ldeep I evels prodced by that potential relative
to the band edges of the fundamental pp, Missing from the effective.mass mo . are the
loal bonds that are perturbed by the defect (and their bonding and antiboding states),
and a symptom of this short-coming is the fact that the s-atomic energies of Se and As
differ by *4 eV, indicating that the central.cell potential which models the difference inust
be larger yet. Clearly one cannot introduce a w4 eV attractive potential into a solid i..
have its oele effect be the formation of shallow donor states witi biniing energies of less
than 10 meV; something must also happen to the clectronic structure on the 4 eV sc;de.
What happens is the formation of the hyperdeep mud deep lev.s.

Fig. {1) (3.41 illustrates the cute of N substituting for P in GaP, but (for sivuplic.
ity) ronsiders only a single dirtcted orbital of each atom. The Gat and P attmb, when
brought together into a molecule. form bosidiri. :id antibonding orbitals, with it bondi.r.
antibonding splitting invrely proportional to the atcmic energv difference (G•-. In
the slid, these molecular levels broad-: into bai;ds. Whet. N substitutes for P. its energy
(N is f7 eV lower than that of P; hence the energy denominator tGa"(N is f7 eV lur. I
than iGa*Cp and the impurity bondint-anitbonding splitting is rorrespondi,-OV smaler.
causing the an:ibouding deep level to It.- in -he Snp. The N-like a;urity level t the mi
obszerved hyperd-e.p level below the vale:ce hand maximum, where. the dee;p '"l t:h:
iic. in the gap ha., a wavcfunction that is Ga-dangling-bond-like (almost indep::den: of
the N impri,)). If the conduction band uere somewhat broader in enr:gy, the tei.p level

t would be ervcred up (as happens for N inl GaAs).
N. being i.welectronic to P. simply prndure- it deep !eve] in G.P that iies in the

fuarid hand gap. slightly below th. ,,a.: :ion baw.i edge. Fo: Se in GaA -.(i P
it, Si, ti, I ndig-a ihoanding phviybcs is the sanie. b:t sher' is an cx:: elect r,:. Lt Ia
donor" elertron) that will sccup.\ tins deep state d it is within the ghp. oi :dter:,asively.

if the deep level hes ab. -: the conduc:ion hbad edge. th. extra electro|. will fhll to tIhe
conduction hand dgc. prtduce Se! or P-. tid be boun,! :o the io:w:zed impurity i.. "1.e
hy'drogenic effect ivemas, donor state.

For Se in GaAs (or for P it, S: t,.. :,y 'rdeep or ,4,atnc::e lve',. hay..-like and p-hi/'
symmetry. are fully occupied by elh-to.... an,: i:,- uit belo. the vulenc. !.,td mnaxi:.-

i.! arc :, ,ert d and tiorinah'iy ta€., t :: T :.' at.: iol'i: :g or * p hvcl. o. Sc

it C.tAs arc allso .. iikc and p-Riic. a 'it c ,,,'c -.;j. tu.:.ia tioli hand n.inamiutsn. The'-,
dre1p l.. inl part,cnlar are inissiatc ft, un the .;',c: i.. , oi. and 0i'- t . it,,., -1,
rr.sp,,el t. tht fflaeurr.gua band rd q. d,:.'. riuo, 0L. dil,int cic rrcter . i: , :,puaiq.

Ill l!." effu.ril:\ ' t:Lh' Itaodcl. :, "" ati'(,:. ,':],liit:: a':.aJ dclu. ::t )X~vg, ;:. su::i .5. , ttal~.

atld t4.lhrum 11 - itin all I.siw %;uli,\m doll,:w ti. ,.. A .. ilaP. ;,:.! ,. -xlx Y,':, u,,s
h.u ... h - 0l.: o d to Il. a du ep trail in G. 2..:., i6 vhough; to , deq, ill t, i ... Ls wll
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Fig. {1). Schematic energy levels of Ga, P, molecular GaP, awad solid GaP, together
with the energy levels of a N anion-substitutional impurity "defect molecule" in Ga?, after
Refs. 13) and 14].
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Fig. (2). Energy level diaggnan illustrat ing the -;i fi'reziee bet weci shtallow i npuri ties
sticl, w- S a~nd Se in GuAs. which hanve their (loep levels 4Al* find Tq symmetry fuir
substit tit ionnl dekr:. -n nl ihende honig) outsitde the func.in-ntl bt%5d pip wid det.;
impurities such lLs 0 in ti&As or GO?, which have at le.Lv one deep level in the Gaip.
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(a). in contrast to oxygen, 3 and Se awe shallow donors. The reason for the dltfirent
doping character in GaAs of S and So on the one hand and oxygen on the other is that
the s-lilce (A1.symmetric) antibonding, deep level of oxygen lies below, the conduction Luind
minimum, but the corresponding deep level of S and So lie above the conduction blund
edge. (See Fig. (2),) As h result. ilac gtotid state of thle neutral oxygen impuirity 4
GaAs hall the deep level in the gap occupied by one electron. This lev~el lies about 0.4 eV
(5) below the conduction band edge, and so is not thermally ionizable - and doe, atot
contribute to the semiconductivity of GaAs. Moreover, the neutral oxygen impurity chn
trap another electron of 0Jppoii spin, and so rather than donating an electron auld mai~tag
GaAs n-type, it can remove onte and make. the host semi-insulating.

In contrapt to oxygen, S and Sc are shallow donor impurities that malc G.nAs nt.
type, because their Alsymmetric antibonding deep levels lie above the conduction band
minimum. As a result, their extrik electrons are autoioinized, fal to the conduction band
edge, and are then bound (at zero temperature) in the hydrogenic shallow donor levels
produced by the ionitd S+ or Se+. These shallow levels lie wit lain 0. 1eV of the conduction
band edge and so can be thermally ionised rather easily at room temperatures. Since the
Al deep level lies well above the Fermi mnergy and the Coulombic potential of F+~ or
Se+ is screened by the donor electron, each of these impurities is incapable of binding a
second electron 10). Thus the shallow donor impurities S and Se are thermally ionized and
contribute to the n-type seanicouductivity of GaAs. In contrast, thf. deep impurity oxygen
traps electrons and detracts from condtuctivity.

A central notion of the modemn theory of doping is that the character of a dopent
is dsterasixeg .4 the relatgive positioaw of ito deep lercls *Rd the band edgesl (and -cri
ceerg).

Fig. {3) show s Lo the doping character of an impurity such as SCAS in GaAs coudd be
changed from a shallow donor it, a deep trap to a false valence shallow uecepto: . provided
one could perturb the band edget of the host GaAs relative to the- deep level q~ that f.ast
the conducticia band edge and then the vablence band maximum pissed through the A I .
symm~etric deep level. In thc cases cons~iderecd in Fig. 13), the building :--like and p.likIe
levels are fully occupied by electrons, lie well below the valence buind maximum. and to I
electrically inaictive and uninteresting. Thle anti-boiW:.ig p-likc levcls lie well ad.-ave tile
conduction band nminimumn, and tare unoccupied and also uninteresting. Thus. fut SeAs itt
GaAs. the interesting deep level i- the s-like or A I-symnmetric deep level and it lies above
the conduction band edge. But we could imagine applying a very laIrF, pressure. which
would chuse thle GaAs. conductioa hand Mg. to pass above the Se dtep level - chaanging
the doping chdrnacier of this impurity from a shuliow donor to a decp~trap. and causing
the conaductivity to drop) precipaitoausly. One could aulso imigine AIpalyin& .6 nunia!u stress
so strong that thle Se deep level would I).- ino the valence hand. (Thle mnagnitude Of the
stress wotild actually exceed the breaking poinat of GaAs.) In tii case Se4 , would bc'nuea
a sltualow acceptor hecu..e tht- hole in the( deep level would hubble up to thle vhlciice hrand
inaaxiinunn or Ferti cniergv. leaivizag thc %iaI.e ion nf Se it) I-. Se'. A hole cold then .' nit

*tle negative iona in a hydrogenic effective-nipuc statv. We ca.'! this case thle case o" false
valence It does not aae- :r oftena. laccmimu. it gesaerha1ll* r-qaaires a smhad! band-ga: host,

Uwhose vaacancy has~ no deep level in tlac gap. Nc'ertac.s wh~en th.. ccama;htaons fur fiadsc
valetnce are met. an impurity such ats ScA, front caaluan-N.V cain appear tol .., t as if it t aa

:ro m hnaii (froaa tie vivwpoant of.10111. 'lle faaalair only adah effecta'% , tan' ill-ar%

Il t mla r-dlae fahe % aleaace %'.ill daffer from the true valenace I)% a'.o a aar sm,.dea'ad a onl
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Fig. {3). Energy level diagram illustrating how the relative povitions of a deep level
and the band edges could affect the character of a dopant. Band edges are long solid lines;
shallow levels are dished, and the deep level is a short solid line. The relevant deep level is
assumed to be s.like and capable of holding two electrons of opposite spiiu This impurity
is assumed to come from one Column to the right in the Periodic Table of the tom it
replaces (such As SeAs in GaAs). If the relevant deep *- vel is in the gap fb), it is occupied
by an electron (solid circle) and a hole (open triangle), and the neutral impurity is a deep
trap for an electron or a hole. R the level is in the conduction band (n), the electron is
autoionized. falls to the conduction band edge, and is traped in the shallow donor ,vcl
(dashed). If the level is in the valence band (c), the hole will bubble up into the shalluw
acceptor level.
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N deep! level. the 0 dvt p' I..N 0.. mid tile S and Sc' Qhallow levels ill G.1ASj.xP, -, e'll, alloy
c;)o~t loll X. after Ref- '". ,,md )
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A,.rEUNG THE CHARACTER OF A DOPANT'

Interesting physics oecurs, when a band edge-pas through a deep level, because
tht chaaeter of dopant chang. This effect wai first explicity recognized by Wolford
et al. (3), who studied anlogt.sit Ni 0. S, and Se in GaAs1.5Pz. These impurity-host
combinations wereexpecially iuierestr r, because .S, andoe ave all Column.\'l inpurihit's
and were naively expected to have the same doping character as shallow donors, but N is
a Golumn.V isoeleetronie defect amd should not have produced any level according to the
then.conventional thinking. Instead, only S wid So produced shallow donors, N prohiced
an ",oeetronic trap" in GaP that actually lies closer to the conducti.n ban(l edge that
the shallow donor states. We no know that this isoelectron;c trap state is in fact a de p
lovel that by accident lies only ,!ightly below lhe conduction band edge, but wh., it was
first discovered In Ga', the isocleetronic trap concept was nove) and tn one considered the
possibility that the tral level was in fact a del;o vel (with "deep" defined in a localization
sense) although it was energetically hiallower than the shallow levelf Ox:ygen in GaP
produced a level energetically deep in the gap, il eV below the conductio, band edge.

The key to the difference between S and Se on the one hand u.d oxygen on the
other is provided by the data for N In the aloy GaAsi.xPx 8). In the alloy the N and
O energy levels behave sitAlarly, being roughly linear functions of alloy compositon x,
while the S aid Se levels are rather obviously "attached" to the band edges and mi vary
quadratically tFig. 14)). This fact indicated that the physics responsible for the " and
O levels is the me. and, si-ace N is ioelectronic to As and P and hence has no ione.
ranged defect potential, that the long-ranged or Coulombic parts of the defect potentiai
are not responsible for the 0 itevel. This was an important fact because it showed that
the 0 level was not a shallow level that vomehow appeared energetically lower in the gap
- lower due to sni'-extra physics that is unimportant in most shallow donor problems.
The data demons:-tted that the 0 deep level originated instead from the central-cc'll
potential of the dettvt. This meant that there were two separate limits to the inim:ity
problem: (') ordina.y shahlow.donor, one-band, efective.mass theory in which the long-
ranged Coulomb potential of the impurity created hydrogenic stat., localized in T-spuce
near a hand extre,'im mid delocalized in '.sphce. and (2) deep.level theory whirl relied
upo,' th locaized central-cell potential. created honding mid rantibunding states. ,i::d had
sp3 .character wavefunctions involving at least "ight eierg " bands - the wavefunctiwn o

such levels are devlfadied in k .spiore.
A direct consequence of this way of thinking about impuritics was the 'rotion that

every s- and p.honded impurity produces four localized bonding and four witibouditig
deep levels as.soriated with the inmpurity'% ,wrturlbt! hoiads. "I. ;,iral. :he ant::,,'.ding
levels of an el ertronegative defect are near the band gap. while the lidiizg h,. ', are
it) fir. below I he val.e. I and. are ternine! It . a'rdet'p level. 12). and noruail-, art :.'ither
electritdly active nor ititere.ting. Therefore. :1 ...... must be 6oth an.-like mad a th:.x.fold
degenerate p.like deep level of S (or Se) iti C;.J that lies a6t'.o '.:e contuctlon N:.:- eds,
and varies approximately linearly with x in G-A,:.xP, - as the N and 0 (s-like) I- !s do.

The d: ip for N in GaAsj.xP, indL ate 0.at :. deep levei. vnmely ;in an: tio:m g (.%.
hke. in this case) leel can be either i:. the g:,;. or ia the band (for x<0.2). lnd' ed the
leve! ]arc-. rather rcadily into the c,,::dttctiot hand near x 0.2. without a larg- Falin
r.-onanre rffcct, indicating that its waveffunction hus, rather dif.'.rcnt character front the
shaIlw lcvelI or Ohe G.',' . P, conduction:: band :1:1inunt. (Re,'call that CaP ha, . n
iit'Iirect h:an! gap, at the X point of thr Bri!mUtt. ion,,.. it the [00. -dirt-ctna., wh:l GtAs

ha% a direct gajp at r or T .)
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DEEP LEVELS IN SUPERT.ATTICES

*Sh allou derep tran.tiin.4

Since the roint.lve positions of the substitutional impurity's deep levelst and the band
edges of the host determine the character of a 4opant, the physics of deep levels in hit.
picrlattices is particularly interesting 1741,. Tile energy of a decis level wit repctt
vacuum is relatively insensitive' (arn it scale of >0.1 eV) to the structure of til.- supcrlaittice,
because the spatial extent of the ileep level wtivrfunction is only of order 'U10 A hnd only
infrequently comes into contact with thc interfaces of fill but the stualles- period superlat.
tices. Therefore tht: wuteftmnction and enevgicl' of a deep imunjrity su 4 ounperistfie. de io
change mnurh when the perift: of the -urittvi~CC Changes. In contrast to the deep levels
themselves, the .tuperlattice Lund tdpr'- are readily perturbed by changes of the supe'rlntticc
periods, exhibiting the well-known effects of quantum confinement:. for exam:ple. re'en.-ing
the width of the GiAs layers in a GaAs/ACxGai.xAs superlattice causes I, igualituil-Well
effect, which result?. ti thl. conduction hand edge of the superlatttice moving upl in evecrgyv
while the valence blind maximurn dt-u' nds to lower energy. (See Fig. 15).) Hene it is
possible to "band-gisp engineer" the p-ritod sizes of a supcrlattice so thiat, fur exitmple, thie
small-period superluttice's conduction uand maximumi lies abovc thc deep level of I% dopant

-although the correspondin& large-lperiod superlattice's conditction band edge lies belowt
the deep level. This means that the doping character of the impurity changes with period
size 17).

To be specific, consider Np N,) GaAs/A( 0 ,7Gri0 3As supcrlattices #rown i,- tli-. 10011
dirction and doped with Gassite Si near the center of the GaAs (quantumi wc.ls (Figz 10)).
Here NI is the number of GaAs layers in the superlattice period, aid No is the numle'! of
AC0 7C&O03 layers. For the lSx IS large-period buperlattice, the( S; deep, level lies xbove tile
cond,iction band edge, resonnt with the conduction band. so that tilt "extra" Si clectroli
is autoionizc$.. making Si+ - and the Coulon.hic potential of Si+ binds tile electroit I t low
temperature; in a shullow donor level. However, for the minal',.perimd 2).,34 sup': kimtire,
thle conduction band miinnm lies at ightler energy that the Si deeip le'tl (ijccc:t'..-g to
theory 17.S.15)) aid so tile Si deep level lies ins the gap. where it can tralp asi jitdliticln,'
electron of opposite spin to its own electron. becoming Si'. ItI the thick-period supcrlztuc,
SiG, near the center of a GaAs well is a shikllow donor. making the iintunim well nt-typle,
b-.il in tile thin-period 20x4 structure. SiG is a deep trap which tends it) make the GiA%
wei~ scini-isia~ting. This tifin :ion fronm shahow donor to deep trap hleinvior of Ow,
Si suketituiil-.1 impurity, as a function of GaAs layer thickness (Fig. 17)), is one- s
maui example of sliavu'-to-deep ira-t.itioi% o. siibstitutional isupuritic, tin ,cemicoi.dutio
supcrlat tices The faect thtat tle m4"o: common donor in the most widely studied superlaitt a
exhibits this bceh,.."ior should he ciiturbing to people wl~o havc assumed thai 3impurities
do not chainge their doping c!:::trin %upe rhitticcs

Indeed, one canl shm~ threurae~ll that in fit, -di mci anal .eynnn duetfar ho~ii' e'vev
sub'It utoill:4l itupti1r)it i:as at le:Lt onle fiel' h'%. III ile fltidnwoital hanid A.tp. Thiut i-*.
in tao.djim.'nsiom, all n.pniritie's are dleclo rnpa %itli levels in tlt- %misi Tis belt..mor is
to be coit-rat.ted with the s.ituationi for thi ee dhi:::nsions nto ;t imnittie.s dn not tnnducc
deej. he' 'ls in Ill" g~ip. Thus with inerca-mr quantiom confinewnt.i manys.haflou- dm'.nor c
acccpt'ri can hee rrpm'ctcd to becacnr deep trap, .:Yid to cra.4c proi ting free cairrersl. III uthr
Wvords. thin rpuniti ow el! tructure, %%ill ha'e a greater tendency to cxhmbit .n i-intsulattug
behavior radi er thwi doping bhlavior.
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Fig. (5). Predicted eneries (in eV) of the superlattice conduction band minimum
and valence band ma.ximum with respect to the valence band maximum of bull: GhAs for
a GaAs/AtxGal.xAs [001 superlattice versus redured layer thicknessess N and Ni2 for
va"ou. NXN2 1001 GaAs/A(xGal.xAs supcrlattices, with .,O.7 and NI+N 2 fixed to
be 20, -after Ref. (7]. Note the broken scale on the ordinate, Ther positions of the band
extrema of bulk GaAs at r, L, and X me shown on the right of the figure. a- N1 =20.
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Fig. ( C. llhtstrati,:g the quartum-well cffect on the w:;,, cap EKI.p(SL) of a N1 > N
GaAs/AC0 .( .7 a 3As superlattic., after flcf. !7: (a Nh=N 2=IS: a (nl (b) N1=2. N,2 l
The band edges of the supcrIattuce nri denoted by ch:w:d For this %Hy com-
position the superidttice gap is idirect for c. (1) wth the co|'duction biw! edge at

k =( 2 r/AiL)(1/2.1/2.0). Noth ehi' brok-cn cncrgyv s;d. The z.ro of energy is the %\dh.rc
Ia,,d mixinum nf (if
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Fig. I{7). Illustrating the deep-to-shallow transition as a function of GCtAs layer
thicknessNI in aGaAs/At.,Gai.xAs NI xlOsupctlattice (SL) witl x-0.7 for h Si tnpurity
on a Columnn-l1l site in the center of a GaAs layer of the superhttticc horst. niter 114-f. (7).

The coneiietion band edge (0DM) and valence band maximum (N'Dhi) tire indicated by%
light solid lines. Thc Si deep level is denoted by it heavy line, which is swlii wISItI the
level is in the gap bitt dashed when the level is resonant Nxith the conduction band. Tile
deep level in the hand gap for N1<6 is covered up, by the conduiction band ii, a result of
changes in thc hlost for Nl>' . Tilc impurity's deep level lies in the gap for N1<G and
is occupied by the cxtra Si vdectron; thle Si, in this case, is thus it "deep impurity." For
N1>G, the deep level lies above the conduction band edge as a resonance. Tile ditughter
electron fior the Si impurity which was- destined for 01i6 deep level is atitoionized. s) ifls
out of thle deep rmsn."ce level, and falls to the conduction blind edge (light solit. L10)
where it is subsequently bound (att low tcinperatitre) in a shallow level aSsociated will, thle
long-r~ingcd Coulomb potential of the donor (indicated by the short dashed line)K. 't is
important to reatlize that Liolh thle deep level andI the shallow levels coexist and are dis; tactt

levels with quatlitattively diffe-renitwavefunictionsE The issue of whether a:iinpurit% ss"deep"

o1 "Shallow" 1., determined by whet her or not n deep level o~sociao- m.l i i lie impurwity lies

lii tilie handi~ gap). The computed deep- shiallow transit ion irrb~ for N1 4 10 ;1%-j Whi~Viis the

(juialitdti% I)I plics is compl~iete~ly reliable. it. is po-'.dhle thai;t thie trunsit i' layer Itiii'5eh,

tiuty dzffcr somewhat front N =O lin real supcriat ticeb. The piredlicted fuib,,eitlitl

galp of (lie superlhttie is indit r; for I <N1 5S. AlN energies are with respect to the vidence
bandt inaXinkiin of C.tAs,.



Dependence of deep levels on Iftstion

Although Phallow-deep transitions that "ecur when a quantumrnrflned band edge
passes through at deep level anc the most draaiati. superlattice effect, the interfaces bec.wcn
layers in superlattices have the effect, of shifting end splitting deep levels on a scale of order
0. 1 rV. Fig. {S) shows the predicted (8) dependence on site of an As vacancy's dtep levels
in a l10 GaAs/ At0 7Ga0,3As supcrlattlce grown in the 11111 direction, Note that the
valence band edges of GaAs, ACO.-G&s0 3As, itnd the supoerlattice are aligned according, to
the measured band offset 116), and that once this is done, the deep levels are relati'tly
independent of site, except for at vsariation on the scale of 0.3 eV. The bulk p111cc valienee
band maximum is split into an upper ir-lilt. and lower a-likec band edge due to the reduced
symmetry of the superlattice. This splitting is reflected in different energies for iw-lilce and
a-like deep levels, even if the parent impurity Is distant from an interface. ThV T2 or p-likt
deep levels split the most at an interface into one or two levels corresponding to hybrid
orbitals directed priviarily into GaAs (which orbitals have energies near the bulkc GaAs
vacancy energy) end hybrids directed primarily into AtO.7GP0,3A$ with corresponding
energies, 17,S). In addition to this effiect, the band offset between the two materials is
reflected in both the p-like deep level and the s-like level.

The ii-lilce deep levelt of cation-site Si in a 34lO GaAs/A4J.-0ftJ.3As superlattice are
given in Fig. (9), and show (i) how undramatic the effects of the superlattice are on the
level Itself and (ii) how en impurity can produce a shallow donor avid ni-type doping in
bulk GaAs but yield a deep trap end semi-insulating behavior in the superlattice. Si (or a
defect involving Si) is thought to be the DX center in Al~Gai..xAs 101,

These shifts and splittings of the deep levels s a function of position in the superlattice
will manifest themselves experimentally am inhomogeneously broadened deep level energies.

Fo rmalism

The formalism employed here is rather simple, and has been discusped it] Refs. (7)
and 18) in detal. Basically, one solves the secular equation

det ( I - G V ) = 0,

where G=(E.H)Y is the Grecn's function operator associated with the host Hamniltonian
H and H~ is the deep level energy. The de!fect potential operator is V, and we have obtailled
solutioni to this equtation using h~e tigtht-biiueing model of 17ogi C: al. (17J. Tile bw~ic
approac:: is tile samae as that usv( ay ilj;1'i.narson et al. (2) ior substitutionits imnpurities in
bulk sc:;nwonductorb.

SUMMIA RY

Deep impurity levels ini semiconductor superlattie.- will, on an absolutec nergy .cale,
be bhifted only slightly ia.nd split (or inlumnn1OgencoUsly brcadened) from their bulk semicoa-
ductor energies This reintive inscnsitivity of the levels to superlattice geometry. combil -%I
with the superlattice's protperty of being sensitive to quantum coz.fuinment effects on its
band cdr'.s should head to alhallow-deep transitions and novel do,)::.-. pioperties; of iinpiu
ritics it. 0iain quantum wells. The inhornogeneonst broadening of deep k.~cli, will he a less
draniatic effect, on the electiroin structure. liut will ionthjele%. have important co'ise
qimemuces is) ares Stich its exciton tran!sport atnd resonant energy trimsfer of excitoias boinid
to derpizpru..
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Fig. {8). Predicted energy ltvels of an As-vtoc.aicy in a (GoAs)I 0(Ato 76 0 .3M)1011111 stiperlattice, as a function or#, the position of the vacancy (even values of 0 cor.
respon4 to As-sites), after Ref. (8). Note the splitting of the T2 levels at and near the
interfaces (P = 0, 20, and 40), and that the T2.derived vacancy levels lie Mt highu'r energy
in an A4D.715aoJ 3A layer than in a GaAs laycr. The al and e ordering changes at succts-
sive interfaces. The taro of eergy is the valt'nre band maximum of bulk GaAs, and the

* corresponding, valence band (VB.M) and conduction band (CBM) edges and deep levels in
bulk GaAs and bulk AC0.7Ga0 3.45 are given to the left and right of the central figure,
respectively. The top of the centrall figure is the conduction ba. d edge of the superla~ticc,

* and the bottom corresponds to the split valence band in the superlattice - the valence
band maiximum of the superlattice being of c stynimmttry (p,.) and the splii.oR %1 (1,
band niaxisnum lying 3.0$7 eV losver in cncrr - Th., Al level in the AtxGaIt.xAs layer
of the supcrliatice is lower than the corrcspondling level in the GaAs layer because of Lte
band offset of 0.334 eV. The electron (hole) occupancies of thc deep levels in bulk GaAS
and bulk At 0 .7Gz0 ,3As are denoted by solid circles (open triangles).

* ***i S*W**4.Mi*,*.4. t... 4 .

Fig. (9). Predicted Al-derived deepj lcvels of Si in GaAs, Ii h 3x1Ii
GaAs/A( 0 .7Ga0 .3As supcrlatticc, asfter .3. D. Dow. S. 1'. Rcn. asid .1. Slirm. flsf. III,

h~ fumlctionm of the positior 3 of the Si in thc superh'-tticc, aid in Ow bulk mnaterm),i
lntL'rfac-s correspmsd to site.. P= 0, 6, aud 2G. Note thj.Lt ini bulk GatAs Si i .4Iti*.
dlonor. but that it is it deep traip ini thiia smperlttticc. aceorhimig to thr tit-cjr%.
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Change of the Frontier Ved 9tonj,,rbitais duie
S ubstitutona,1 imPi iri tie, in ge Chemica-7_1

SHANG YUAN REN AND JOHN D. DOW
Dc'partmeti qijPiyics and Avrowntomy -Irs':Ona St t rerift. Tem. Arno.1s".e 2 . t

Abstract ..-

A molecule whose electronic structures, are poorly uanderstood. in some cam. ~ be thought of at
another perhaps well-undcrtood "host ihormical molecukl" with lubstiutional "j punitic." From. this
Point of' view. the Gretn's funcdion technique in solid state physics can be extended to i:%vm.pt 1t:
chcitvc due to substitutional impunties in lar5C thomaal or bioloical moitcuimofthe fivitacee c4orl:
orhitals-the highest Occupied mo'Iccular orbitals (momo) and the lowust unoccupird mlecul!ar orb-imis
(LUkIO). Thesm orbitals are the ones most active in chemical reactions. and sr. coiteePtually nry mnta:
to the vaience band and conduction band states of semiconductors. Sube1tutiu0Ol lputtics %il olftv%
introduce new "deep" electronic states into the pp betwen the H4omo and LtJmo suatc oftbe ori:sl
molecule and these states will have the following prorties. (i) The likelihood 1hat sm iovurity -Aij

*produce a state in the pp depends on the site or the impurity. (UI) For imitiW 05 a Pwic"A sit--
*the wavefunction ofthe p state will be relatively independent ofthe i MpuritY. 010 Only a' =-%U z~uz

of the deep level wavetbnction (tyrically 10%) wilt lit within the impurity's call aod thk !&PV ;2
(about 40-50%) %ill be on the inmpurity's ncartst-neiphbtt.. atoms. (i') The dfvvatvt Of tkt c~of

* the impurity state with respect, to~ine ceniralcell im purity potential d~ldtl' is appro'"'ly =taj to
the Probability of the pp-stzte electron Wing round on the impunqt's sitM -

The frontier orbitals or chemical or biological molecules. VamelY the bWg2Ies.
occupied molecular orbitals ( HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied inole=L2 orbitals
(LUmO). are the Most activeC electronic orbitals in chcemical ren..cdons and biologi-:l
processes (I J. A theory or how these orbitals cha~nge when *.I. Chemical COmtlontOf
or the macromolcule is altcredl would be pani-u' ;rlv useful. For reasnably s.mall
molec".tles. with fewer than 100 atoms. the stati urd quantimchernm try uk"d~ons
can provide the needed information about elctronic structure. But fior very usz'e
macromoleculies. such as DNA or proteins. such calculations arC "=tY iM-
practical. and so one must find an altcrnattve scheme for predicting how the frontier
orbitals of large moiccuics. their energy levels. and their electronic Pr0o 'cs chang!
with chemical compositi-in. Such a scheme is suggested by the fact that MaDy * Ig
chemical or biological molecules are cicctuicallY scmicondu.tive (2J, with NOSIO
and LUMio states that ire conceptually similar In' he valence bands and conduction
bands in semiconductors. Therefore replaerrmvrt of one atom in a macromolecuie
is aralotous to introductio'n of a suhstitutional impurity into a semicOnduclor- an~c
so the qualitative concepts of the theory of deep impurity levels in semcoouIc5

lnt.-rnanal Jou*rnal otouintum Cl-emlst.). Quarum 1: N..,;)' Syvmsur I7 73.SO f!0a:)
!13'90 Jothn 'VsIc Sons. Inc. CC440 - l



FRONTIER ELECTRONIC ORBIITAL.S

Diazabicyclooctane can he considered as 2.2.2-bicycloociane with "two subs--iu
tional impurity nitro en atoms" at carbon sites I and 4 (with two H atoms eack
of them bondcd to cachor the two Caztolms, rc~ioVcd).

Thc Green's function technique. which so su~ccssfulv described the wavcf'jn c
tions [ 6] and the electronic structure or deep impurity Ie~els in semiconductors
can be readily extended to investigate the change of the electronic structure of the
frontier orbitals due to one or more substitutional impurity atoms in a large chemrica!
or biological molecule. That is to say, for very large chemical or biological molecules.
although it may be very difficult to calculate the complete electronic stru.ctures o~
the frontier orbitals themsclves. the changes in electr'nic structure due to an "imr-I
purity" can be predicted rather easily. Moreover, in some molecules so Ia-.;: th atl
calculations of even the electronic structure ofa single "perfect host" is impractical
qualitative predictions arc nevertheless still feasible, based on the general structure,
of the theory of deep levels. For example. many extremely large bilgica] moele
have several P atoms. The theory of deep levels (without any calculation) would
predict that molecules with one P atom replaced by an As atom should have similar
electronic structures to thc "host," but that N substitution might yield a deep le-ve!
in the HOMO-LUMO gap.

A substitutional impurity produces a defect potential [9], the short-ranged part
of which is normally associatcd with the "deep" impurity levels in the ppj. T'r.;
states associated with s- and p-orbitals on each site will be especially Perturbed b%
this potential (but the number of states near the HCSr, LUMO gap %%ii no', bol
altercd) and one or more of the statrs . i- in the bands of the "host" may no%.e
into the gap as a result of the peturbation. The cap stvs or "deep levels" inter-est,
us in this pawcr In patzicular, we are especial'-% interested in determining whether
a particular -impurit%- produces a "deecp level"* in the HOSMO-LUMO gap. and ifit
does. what would be the properties of such a Ie% c!- -z problem similar to the deep
impurity problem in sem-iconductors.

The approach we use to investigate the wavefunctions of deep impurity. levels is
a semniempirical Green's ru-.ction approach (3-6] with a nearest-neighbor tct
binding Hamiltonian describing the electronic band structures of the "hos"' c-.s.
talline semiconductor or macromolecule. In the molecular case the maior atacren ce
is that chemical or biological moleculcs generally do not have periodic syrrmetry
[10. 11 ]. Here. for illustrative purposes. we treat a rathe! small molecule. 2.22.

bicyclooctane. as our -host." It has S carbon atomns and 14 hydrogen atoms. we
use a nearesi-neaghbor i:cht-binding Hamiltonian to decribe the electronic sl:'act.ure-
of the "host molecule." 2.22-bicvcloociane. We include one s ori:ta arc three P
orbitals for each carbon atom and one s orbital for each hydrogen atom. The :'suhting
tight-binding Hamiltonian is an 8 X 4 -4- 14 = 46-dimensional matrix. To obtain
the ticht-bindinr param.etcrs. we nit the chiv'o SCF-LCAO-NIO ccdCUlation of Lvhn
and Wipif [ 12), obtaining, the results of Figure 2.

This Hamilionian has 46 energy cienvalucs. each of which can contain -,,,o
electrons of opposite spin. The J6 valecncc electrons of this "*host mlec'" : v. a::

occup the 3 lom cr cn'.ergv levels, and the 23 higner eniergy levels are uno.-:cde

at ze-ro tcmper-ature. ri nd a .3 'enerp :& ;,v.ejtehcos ,czt

% .~ h 2~' .. h Vihsto. ze
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13-61 should have useful analogues in macromolecular physics, In particular. it

should be possible to predict which "impu"ities" or chemical changes are like)l. to

introduce a deeP level into the HOMO-LU NO pap.
In .stalline semiconductors such as Si or GaAs. an impurity produces "deep"

levels associated with the parts of the "central.cell'" impurity potential at and near

the impurity site 15). Normally four such levels should appear in the energetic

vicinity or the fundamental hand gap. if the impurity is s. and p-bonded: one s.

like level and three p-likc levels associated with the perturbed impurity bonds. The

theory ordeeP impurities is concerned with predicting whether one or more of the

deep levyes lies within the fundamental band pap. in which case the level often
alters the electron dynamics, hv trapping carriers. by serving as a center for non.
radiadve recombination of clecirons and holes. or by providing an initiation site

for a chemical reaction. Similar phenomena should occur in macromolecules.
Two c .s amenable to treatment by the theory of deep impurities in macro-

molecules are:

.(i) Several macromolecules with the same crystal structure are so large
that it is practical to compute the complete electronic structure of only
one prototype. in which case the other molecules are considered as the
prototype "host " with "impurities V
-" (ii) The macmmolecules are so lar-.e that it is impractical to compute
the electronic structure of even a prototype.

In this latter case one can often make a crude approximation to the Greens runction
of the "host" and then estimate how the frontier orbitals of the host are affected
by "impurities." For example. if we take the rather small 2.2.2-bicyclooctane [7]
molecule as the -host molecule" (see Fig. I ). then quinuclidine can be considered
as 2.2.2-bicvcloocnane with "a substitutional impurity nitrogen atom" at carbon
site I (with the H atom, which is bonded to the C atom, also :akcn out IS)).

H H H H

H H H H

F"purt I. Th- .eometncal szrwlur. of iht ... hi:'cloone mol:ui. Rcfen -n

I 7nin rj i sit I in
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Figure 2. Comparison of the valciice electronic structure o' 2.2.2.hicyclnoctunc ohl, ne
with oh inuMe SCF theory 112)-and the utiht-hinding par'mcirization of 1ha" theory

I-- -). The LUMO Stic is the hi;hest energy , ,. state and the iOhto state is th: hiphiwt
.state in this figure.

energy level-the 23rd citcnvaluc-and the lowest unoccupied cncrgy Icvcl-hc
,-,h eigenvalue. This gap is analogous to the hand gap of semiconductors. and the
ier 23 energy levcls arc vcry similar to the %'aicnec hands of semiconductors.

v..iie the higher 23 unoccupied cncrgy levels correspond to the conduction bands.
IFa substitutional impurity atom is introduced into this host molecule. the dif-

erence in Hamiltonians will b: the "impurity potential** of the system [4-6]. 'Here
,e consider only the cfict of the short-ranged pctcntial. in analogy with the case
fcrystalline semiconductors, for whi:h the short-ranged potential rather than the
ong-ranged Coulomb potential is dominant in pruducing states in the gap more
.an 0.1 eV from a band edge. Wc model the defect potcntial in a tight-binding

"asis of s and p orbitais ccntercd on each atoric site. Following the thcor, of deep
mpurty levels in semiconductors [-4-6). we take :hc defect potential to be short-
',2ged in such a basis (assuming either that the basis states on different sites do
,o overlap, or that the basis states are symmetrically orthogonahzcd): The effctive
-on--anged potential m!y be expresscd a an -on-site' potential on the "impurit

(ial Vljb>= V, if i =j 0. and a =)

1. P if i=j=0. and a= , .or Y or
0 otherwise (I)
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Heroc and jdtnote atomic sites in the molccule. and a and bare symbols of orbitals
s. p,. p,,, and p.. With this approximationl. the one .y level associated with the
impurity in the host molecule will be determined by the ,wolkwoll; seular equation
[4.5)

detil - G.11 - 0 (2)

Here G is the Green's function of the host mo!,'ule:
(ic, IGlyh) . ,'ui)(,nl,)/(E'- E.) (3)

and we are interested in the levels E ;n the gap. Here n represents one of the
solutions or the tight-binding Hamiltonian or the perfect host molecule. For many
cases. especially when the impurity has an attractive shon-ranged potential. 1',
plays a more imponant role. and th, efTcct or 1 , can be neglected. In this case, the
energy level or the gap statc is determined by.

(0.lOI 10,s) I (4)

The associated waverunction is (6]

where we have
C,,, - -(Os'GlOs)(OslGIOY)I(d(OsIG10s)ld) 

(6)

and

C,. = C.,(iul0s)l(OslGl0$. . (7)

We take 2...-bicyclooctane as an illustrative example of a "host" although it is
not a very large molecule. It has eight carbon atoms. hut only two of the crbon
sites are incquivaicnt. namci' those at site I and site 2 (See Fig. I). In Figur 3 we
show the nerp; levels of' the gap state for site I and site 2 as functions of the
impurity potential 1', (see Eq. (4)).

For an impurity at site I. an impurity potential of about -0.12 eV is On uuth to
produce an impurity statc in th I-IOm-LUMNO gap, while for 3a unty at rite
2. a much stronger impurity potential. -2.0 6\ is needed to produeo an impunt\
state in the gap. The following atoms. substituting for C at either site, should product

a deep level in th% gap: the rare gases, the halogens, and N. 0. S. and Se. In addiion

At is the only s- and p-bonded impunty \iith an impunty potentiaJ bctwee -0.12
and - 2.0 eV when it subsituics for C 1J. and so At produces a "dp level" in

the IIONO-LUL IO gap when it occupies , .but not when it occupies sie 2 [13].,
In Figure 4 ke how that the on-site coelficient C,, for the waVefunctior at site

I depends vcr. little on I '., as determined h\ Eq. (6). This is an example cdep-
le\tl "pinningit% h mecans ia, tlhe dcp ie'el in th, tj"Oiu ,C-Lt O P is hp sw'°atuI\ t t h a 1 a.I ¢ ' , : , ' | n d i( n e n e r c -' n a t ,, a l m o s t mn .! .% p n d e n t  o r t h e i M p u r - .:

d ifi re n t I l 1.;iin p r m e p ro ~d u c e, j ii m , t ' n ie %.: ¢ \j ~ c .tt n c tto n s. T his h a p p n s L .'-c a u s c
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Ftuft3. TheencrLv level oftheppplt he site I (-)nd ite2 (---) a functions
of Te imPurily slS .aMnp potential 1'. determined by 84. (3). We chow the lowest

nery level of the WUMO states or the host molecule u the enery zero,

the deep level in the gap associa-ted wth a strongly attractive defect is an antibonding
rate and has a predominantly host-like character.

The charge desity 2ssociated with the deep level has typically 40-501. of its
charge on the atomic sites of the ncurest-ncighbors to the impurity, and only about

0.3

0.2

0.0".

•20 -10

~re 4. nTe on-s:- w ' eunction cov:.mni C, of "n: S.I- st.. fo! ' st.e I 2S 3
function of :.,: um.unl shor.-.ng: potentl1 I , d.t:r-mnd by Eq 16)
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• 0.4

0

0_ 0.2

0.0. ........... .....

•20 "10 0

Vs (ev)
Fopre S. The .oshe ptWbllity (- - -) C, I11', whmt I a ,s pat N ,, d he VW the
corrmonding neoresu.neilhbor pncabiliy (- ) orho p; stai flor ilhe I s a vunc'jon

of the impurity shon.vanp potential I', detemined by Eqs. (J)a&W (7).

10% on the impurity's site (see Fig. 5). The 10% on the Impurity Site for this
molecule is similar to the corresponding charge densities for deep levels in elementary
crystali:ne Si. Heitce. the basic physics otdeep levels in semiconductoS Carries over
to macromolecules: the cha,-e density in the impurity cell is rather smaller than
an uninformed person might have guessed, and is related to the derivative.

d~ldl"s = (Cu,)-($)

by the Hellmann-Fc'nman theorem 1131.1
In summary, the calculation for the rather moderate-sized 2.2-2.bicyclooctanc

molecule reveals that deep impurity levels can be produced in the HOMO-LU.iO
gap with similar properties to those found for deep impurity levels in cI rtJlin:
semiconductors. Since this phy sics holds for bath the rather small 2.2.2-bic .Ioo .
tane moleculc and for very large semic."nductor crystals, it appears tO be very general.
and hence can be exploited for elucidating the electronic structures of wide clawes
of macromolecules that correspond to a "host" plus one or more subsitutional
"impurities."
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An inverse formula is liven for a new, generalized M~bius transform Gix. y' .)!.~!. 1.. ~',ey... namely
FMx. y,...)wa. j Z L-I.*nj~)Gn mc'. ... i. in the case ofone dimension andca= - 1. this reduces to the Chen-Mlbius
transform which has been applied to the inverse black-body radiation problem. For au + I this becomes the Hardy-Wright-
MIoblus transform.

Recently Chen I1I modified MWbius' number. inverse MdSbius transform from number theory ( 2"
theory transform (2] and showed how it could be to obtain a more general inverse formula, and (ii)
used to solve a Class of inverse problems in physics. we extend this generalized formula to two and higher
including the problem of determining the tempera. dimensions. The new and more general inverse
lure distribution of a black body from its radiation MdSbius tvinsform formula for one dimension is:
spectrum: given a qunttity F(x) that is related to a If we have
function G(x) by a

GW F(nx) (2a)

then it is the case that
the inverse function F is given by R )-f unGr-)(b

Rai Ha~rdy and Wright proved this theorem for am I
whcrepu(n) is the M8bius function:p(n) = I if n= 1. (-theoremn 270" [2] 1") and Chen's Mdbius theo-

p~)=(- I )' if ns is the product of r distinct prime rem corresponds to a= - I.- We show that the theo-
factors. and p(ni) -o otherwise (21. For example, in rem is valid for any real a. and hence there are entire
the physics of black bodies. G(Pv) may be related to classes of Mdbius transforms. each corresponding to
the radiation spectrum and F( T) may be related to a different choice of ot. Our proof uses "theorem 263"
the areal thermal* distribution of the body [ 11. As 121 for the MIdbius function,
shown by Chen, this theorem is particularly useful Y g,)= , fork= I,
for inverting data, for example. obtaining the un- Rik

known areal distribution of tcmplratures on a black =0. otherwise. (3)
body from its radiation spectrum.

Here 0i) we combine Chen~s result with another Heme the sum is over all the different divisors it of
the integer k. including I and k. The proof of the gen-

On leave from the University or Science and TechnolMg or
China. Hefei 230026. China. 61 In fact. due toceq. (3 1) of re~f.I 11.cq. (32) in ref. Ill is a
Present iiddress. direct result of theorem 270 of re (2)1.
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eralized formula is obtained by evAliuating " - f<p-._.-. ,for~ l<.(9)

ff., " il 3- '-i () it ,.'" is the Riemann zeta fLnc-

= k) x 4 tion.It also-- dsv0o.,the idenitijes -

F(ka x) ' I(n)=F(x) . (4) . ... -• k.1 nlk X 2  
00)""'

In this derivation, we performed the sum over knzin i 0

and n. instead of over in aidtn: this reordering will and
converge ifi JO (X= () +,-I,

m jlin,. I A

converges, where d(k) is the'number.pf divisors of +2 ,1 .. ... (.
k 121. Note that for a=0 this convergence criteion I .
is normally not met, and hence a=0 is to be avoided, where we have 2Nnt < nx< (UN+ 2 )it, Jo is the cylin-
Furthermore the converse of eq. (2) is true if drical Bessel function. f+(x)=cotht.), and

1: Z I G(imnlx)l = d(k) IG(kax) 1 (6) f_(x) =cot(x). and we have used the identities (31
Rai mal

converges. f±_(n) + (.' +n -' ,

Generalization of fornm.a (2) to higher dimen-
sions is straightforward; for example, in two dimen- and
sionsforF(x,y) of the form J = N

E J0 (nX)=- + -+2 (x2 -4snirxP")
itmi II

G(xy)= "F(nlx, ny), (7a),.=i .i "for 2Nn<x< (2N+2)7c.

There are undoubtedly many more u.cs for this
we have inverse formalism in both mathematics and theo-

retical physics that will be uncovered as it is used
F(xy)= j u(k)#u()G(kx,P y). (7b) more.

A sufficient condition for this inverse formula to be We are grateful to the U.S. Office of Naval Re.
valid is the convergence of search and the Air Force Office of Scientific Re-

I IIZ Z I search (Contract Nos. N00014-89.IJ-1136 and
,, soI n AFOSR-89-0063) for their generous support.

I d(i)d(j)lIF(x.\',jy) I . (8)
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-we compare the forces generated, by -Vbrious-angle-depehdent potentiali'and -by, Pib inilo-band./

structure calculations with a limitednumtber of-ik points. In eejIs.with 3? and 54 iioms We An'd sub-
stantial errors for all of the angle-dependent-force mod~ls, at, well as for the band-structure forces
with very few k points.

Recently there have been a number of computer simu- method.-
lations-of amo&rphous solid Si (a-Si) and of liqdSi(S) Wefirst 'exa ine the accurac f h S ehd
using t wo distinct methods: AY) empirically.,fitiied angle- Ab' inizio molecular-dvnan)ics'simulations usually in.
dependent forces (AD2F) (Refs. 1-8, and 00i first- volve the ^use-of "supercells," because it is computation.,).-
principles band-structure-derived forces,(BSF).''0 Finite ly impossible to siltnulati a-cluster large enough toignore
Si clusters and reconstructed Si surfaces have also been 'surface states. In addition, *supi:.cells are convenient'
studied. Similar studies have been performed or are -be- since it is quite straightforward to use the apparatus of
ing performed for other materials." Both of these crystalline solids -to simulate approximately an -infinite
methods, ADF and SSF, have inaccuracies that have not system. One chooses a, particular BraVais lattice with af
been systcmatically evaluated for liquid and amorphous largp unit cell, and periodically rcpents the 'cell through
geometries. The ADF models are fit to a fairly small da. all space. The aim of this cor-.truction is to eliminate
tabase so that one might question how well they predict spurious surface effects. wvhile providini a cell large
the forces in an amorphous solid of liquid. This is espe- enough to include a representative samnpie of local mi-I cially true since relatively small errors in total energies crostructures. The properties ol this infinite system are
can lend to rather large errors in forces. The BSF then easily handled with k-space methods. A crucial as- j
methods, which use first-principles molecular-dynarrics rect of this procedure is the. choice of geometry o , the
simulations within a supercell geometry are not fit. How- cell.
ever, because of the co'mputational complexity in actually If the supercell is large enough so that inte!, cell interne-
implementin; them, they have a different set of tions are negligible, we are still left with the 1equirement
difficulties. One car-. ask how importart cell' size is of handling the "supercell bands" properly. Because the I

49 nd/or what the dependence is on the band curvature or supercell lattice constant is much larcer than typical in-
number of k points in the Brillouin zone. In this com- teratomic spacings, the supercell bands are muoch nar-

36munication, we oriefly investigate these questions. For rower than for a system with o smallcr unit cell. In this
36the ADF models we have limited our investigations to paper we examine the effects of curvature and dispersion

the potentials of Stillinger and Weber (SW). the two pe- of the supercell bands on the atomic forces, in scric corp.
* tentials of Biswas and Hamann [BH.) (Ref. 5) and BH-2 monly used supercell geometries. Th-. systems we treat

(Ref. 61, and the model of Carlsson, Fedders, and Myles arc disordered and have a finite electronic densit", rif
(CFM). Concerning the BSF method. thme cell size and states at the Fermi level. Th-. Fermi level's crossing the J

W1 k-point sampling wei4 investigated using the ab initio supercell bands is expcz.cd to enhance the effects of the
31,total-energy-molecular-dynamics scheme of Sankey and band dispersion on the to-al energy. If all bands were

Nikiewski.' completely filled or emp~ty, then only the center of gravity
For the 13SF model, we find that the use of only the r of a band, and not its width. would affect the total ener-

(k-0) point in smples of froin 32 t6 54 atoms leads to gy. This is not true for partially tilled bands. Typical
p~rsnwt yia oc clsi ita r fodr szbedust fsae tteFrilvltypical errors of 0.3-0.4 eV/A. These are small in comn- ADF methods yield 1517% or mort: dtft'.cts, wh;ch yields ma
several eV/A. HoncLvcr, error-, of this magnitude caused It has become a common practice in' ab Efl jt)
one sample to remain amorphows upon annealing, when a molecular-dxntiics Simulations to use one k point in the
more accurate calculation led to crystallization. Further. Brillouin zone to calculate ener ift and forcebs. In eficot
we have generally found fewver defects in samples an- this assumeb that the iupercell hands are flat. For corn-
nealed with a more accurate procedure. This suggests ptvtional reasons. the r point tk -0 is usually selected

n ~ that the energy barriers lor nceebsary forcesi for crystaili- for this puirpose. To evaluute this procedure.' we have
zation and defeci hevalinge are much lower tham the aunt- calculated the supe!.cll band;; for a 54-atom fcc structure
ral scalc in Si. Increabing the number of points to eight that is highly disordered. Thcrc v significatnt dispersin
can still lead tn non-ne ,li'mble error. Th -ADF niodei in the hund, for the 54-.mtoni cell, with width-; of order 0. 1
all viclj -rrors '.cwral tirnie- larger than, the r-poii 13SF cV. \Vc performed t ;inflar calculattioin for the 54--it011V
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Since sample A had been extcnsi~ciy anneal.-d. the: ex-
dc:. rorces are smiall and thus the r-,Ijive error -in the L

-~.s is rather large cxftoarcd. to.,t.. rms totalforce. 1,
-(is,,i iiirtstipi tb-ihote t hii 'f b ic i ,s1hhii t errors were

Sf.ple L tfire ftcatesf are highl dorrelated,66t only. amnong the
-~ .~:tptc; .arious ADF methods but .also--betwetui the ADF

methods and- the r-point 8SF method., For, this reason
-if6ri numbers of .,the worst atom are. -included in

a -aveon bod alile f lssthuin 90% atom n.31ha
bohd ngles betwee!1v96* and 12-7, and, atom~ no. 9 hasa~te~ alsLn I tm ~ 2 4 and~

- ____________________dQling-bOid. Evidenitj ly os oll-d the mtoshave
0 -Mort trouble with badly strained bonds than with don.0 2 38;Ih r,('1

~d. giig bonids. Further forr the'thbles, one, can see that a
FIG 1.Radalsubstanfial pait bt thii ron error cbins from 10% Of iheFIG.1. Rdi-distribution runctlun or sampkes- and Lin tm~

rcdccdunis fd .35A.For the '54-;atom i~ire-'liqtiid-like samnple L, we note

ever, starting with the same near equilibrium sample, that all or the ADO iecho& 16die 1 rces that are in er-
when it was annealed further with four k points, itbe ror by about the magnntdf- h xi~c cs, while the
came a crystal. Thus, the structures that emerge are very BS mehdi r~hb~~ci-_'e ihoekpoint. Since
sensitive to the interatomic forces. Although (as ,raen- w~e hove found no correlaii'ors between the methods o n
tioned above) the annealing sequence that was used iscer. wvhich atoms wecre treated'vrse have not included
tainly far removed from the actual physical growth pro. the atom numbers in this case. We h~ave Also noted some
cess for a-Si, we see no reason why the physical growth dynamical differences between the methods. For exam-
process should be less sensitive to the forces. Sampie L Ple, if one plots AtU) versus twith the exact BSF method,
wvas obt~i.ied in the same fashion as sample A, but the one obtains a reasonably straight line indicating the es.
procedure was stopped when the kinetic energy was still Pected diffusive behavior. However, with only one k
several thousand degrees per atom. Its radial distribution ponr2 is supratr, sgetn atal alsi e
function is shown in Fig. 1, and is basically liquid-like. hiivior.

Howver th raialdisribtio fuctin i qute Some further general trends are evident as one goes
diferntfro te xprimntl ne17 Thsi o e- from the least-accurate Methods (the ADF models) to r-

ouseen promic thespeieale wnere cTeds ino orderito point 8SF calculations and finally to exact BSF calcula-
test the potentials and not to simulate real I-Si. Thus our tin.Oerndhaisvdntacgllotemtos
two samples include a sample that is close to being a.Si is that more accurate methods tend to favor crystals and

and a sample that is still quite liquid-like. Our results on methods with larger errors tend to favor disorder. As

the forces are summarized in Table I (for the 32-atom noted earlier, we found samples that had corverged to anI
sample A) and Table 11 (for the 54-atom sample L) We amorphous sample using the t-point tSSF method but
have defined AF as a root-mean-square deviation that became crystalline when annealed further with more

k points. Further, It has become clear from other investi-
4=I- [Fi) -FU()]' 112gainss2 that the ADF methods ;r~variably give very

i I large (or order 15-20%) concent rutions of defects.
where FUi) is the computed force on atom i, Fei) is the Another trend is evident on a shortcr tune scale. This is
exact (la-point BSF method) force on atom i, and N is the the observation that distortions from perfect crystal or
number of atomns (32 or 54). The quantities S1F in the from tetrahedral coordination are relaxed faster and
tables are the errors in the forces for the 3 or 5 worst more completely with the better methods.
atoms. The quantity AF' is the same as AF except that In order to understand better the origins of the errors
the worst 10% of the atoms were taken out of the sum caused by using a finite number of k points, we have per-
and thus N is 29 or 49. The rms force on the atoms in formed some additional calculations. Ist is well known

TABLE 1. Comparison of the errors in the 32-atom cluster, sample .4. The root-incan-squa re error
AF is deined in the text ainJ U.are the errors in the forces for the worst three atoms. The numbers in
parentheses refer to the one atom number in th.- cluster an.1 all units are %:V/A.

Method IF IF' S 31

BS5 tk =01 0.34 0.23 0. 74. 12) 0.-": 0.541291
1)1. .c4 1,41 2.o) 1.1 2'41 2.25! 101
1311.2o.74 0.57 2.0~h, 121 t.4)1 22

SW 1.01) 0.hn I t'1 4..;: 1~

CF\t 0. t1 ).t 2.43 1 Z ___ .'3I tS~J

mr. Ne mix.



'T ABI1i.-:ror, in thb- Viriiji!ie'..~j L. 'Th~rootr-nt.'Squarr e rur %F i'

"' " J,"

B kOt~~" 03 03 0 0.80 0.74 %0.72 0AbF

-BH~1 15.54-" 1,48 05.65 6 .Al T3& 36. 63 7.1 1T -
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that in ofde tobtain accurate Brillouin-zone (BZ) in- density, Which determinesthelcrcfldadhute
tegrations, one needs I'r khonsfrmtraswt~ forces, is of order Ak. Thus the'total energy is in error by

finite density of states at the Fermi energy than for ma. terms' 6f otdtir (,Ak) 2, %'hile the forces ire in error by
terials with a gap at the Fermi-energy. To -establish, the terms that are linear in Ak.
importance of this effect,, we perform'ed calculations for In conclusion, we have shown that- the ADF methods
the energies and forces'on crystals that Were allowed to studied yield forces for badly diioideced samples far from
disordett'slightly by s iall random 'Motions. In case I we equilirium that are in er'ror byubout th mgtueo

allowed rms excursions of r6ug'hl'. A., This sinfiplere- the fbrce. In iir'ns of absolute' erroir,'tl:se mnethods art,
tamned a gap of about I eV. In case 11 we allowed rmsex,- much "better for 'ape thtaenae oeuilibrium
cursions of roughly 0.2 A, and the gap barely closed. but are still'brnly qualizatively correct. Whether they can
Both samples contained 54 atoms. In both cases the er- yield relable defect or surface structures is open to ques-
ror obtained by using only one k points was 0,26 eV per tion. The r-point BSF method for nmal! clusters is worst
atom. How ever, the rms error in the force in case I was when far from equilibrium. For such clusters the forces
0.13 eV/A, while the error was 0.53 eVA in case 11. are in error by about 0.4 eV/A and in error by about
This suggests that the majo)rity of the error is in the 0. 1-0. 2 eV/A' when using four k. points, The absolute
bands crossing the Fermi surface. Further, we note that error -'n the forces when using only one k point is rather
the energy differences between different crystal structures small for nearly converged samples, but this small error
are often less than 0.26 eV per atom. can make the difference between wi amorphous and crys-

One can understand this result in the following way. talline sample.
We view the use of different numbers of k points in the
BZ as corresponding to different interpolations for £ (k This work was supported in pirt by the OffTce of Naval
versus k between the chosen k points. The approximate Research (ONR), U.S. Department of Def.ense, und ej.
E W) th-n oscillates about the exact E W) over a distance Grants No. N00014-90-J-130 4 and N.00014-RA035f2,
Ak in k space and with an amplitude proportional to Ak. by the National Scie.nce Foundation (NSF. under Grant
For bands crossing the Fermi surface the integral is cut No. DMR-88-0 1260, the U.S. Department of Energy un-

short, leading to errors of order (Ak) 2 (a length times a der Grant No. DE.FG02-S44EIR45 130, and by the Solar
height). The first factor of Ak comes from the numbtr of Energy Research Institute (SERI' under Subcontract No.
wave functions that are affected, and the second one XB-7-06055-1 of Contract No. DE.AC02-83CH 10093.
comes from the distance of thcse wave functions from the We wish to acknowledge considerable help from Stefan
Fermi level. On 'lie other hand, the error in the charge Klemm.
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function, but rather perform the integrals numerically where
from a wave-function tabulation.

The total energy in Eq. (1) can be conveniently rewrit- no(r)= natm(r- r). (9)
ter. as a sum ever eigenvalucs of the single-particle Ham-
iltonian, The neutral-atom density for Si is taken to be a spherical-

ly symmetric s'p configuration. To first order in 8n, the
lotn )] energy functional of Eq. (3a) simplifies to

where Ens(n) is the "band-structure" energy and is given =E" +[ U _U,(nOno)]+SUxc(no) , (10) 
by a sum of one-electron eigenvalues over occupied states
i, where Ell) is the "band-structure" energy determined

(3b) from the single-particle Hamiltonian of Eq. (5) with n re-
placed by n , viz., h(nO). This functional neglects terms
of order 8n

The quantities e, are the single-particle Hamiltonian ei- Our approach is to use this approximate total-energy
genvalues that satisfy the Schr~dinger equation in matrix functional rather than the fully self-consistent total-
form energy functional. The advantages of this method are (1)

,h".'al(v,a,,: ,).= I S a a ') (4) the electronic eigenvalue equation only needs to be iolved
It,, a1(v,a ) , (4a) once for each atomic configuration instead of - 10 times

..a as in a 7ully self-consistent calculation and (2) four-center
where the single-partic, Hamiltonian matrix elements Coulomb integrals do not need to be evaluated since they
are appear only in the 8n2 terms, which are neglected. This

ha-"'= PO(r-rr ,J (4b) non-self-onsistent m thod has be.-a tested by Haris,2
h = A r-)h(n) a(r-ra), Polatoglou et al.,21 and Read et al." on metals, seinicon-

and the overlap matrix is ductors, and an ionic compound (NaCI) and it is found to

S P a, &PAO (r-r A give surprisingly good agreement with self-consistent cal-
( ) #° -(rr1.)) (4) culations.

The standard single-particle LDA Hamiltorian operator Our fourth major approximation involves the evalua-
st tion of the matrix elements of the D.Parious terms thatis make up h(n°). The kinetic energy, overlap, and nonlo-

2. cal part of the pseudopotential are easily evaluated exact.
h(n) .2m+ j V (r-r,)+ Vn(rra)] ly (numerically) for each geometry. A table of results on

r 3a fine grid of separations is constructed so that the matrix
+,r d~'2  (.. .. elements for any separation between the atoms is accu.

' Ir ar - rately interpolated. The three center matrix elements of
where 1,t,(n)=d(n E,,(n )J/dn is thf. exchange-correlation the neutral-atom potential given by
potential. The other terms in Eq. (3a) are the "short- n -r .) d r,)
ranged" repulsive potential NA(r r).)Ir-,r'(
UsR = Uti- Uenell ) are accurately approximated by an r-dependent expan-

= e f Zf d3 sion in multipole moments. The nonlinear exchange-
ffd'r n(r n ( r correlation matrix elements are calculated within the

2-~ Ir-r average density approximation described in Ref. 23. All

(6) matrix elements are calculated in real space.
The forces are determined by differentiating the total

and an exchange-correlation correction, 8U , energy E,.tt given by Eq. (10), Fr  -aEt1 /8r r. The
3  most difficult term comes from the band structure. Its

8U. f n(r)[F(n)-Ci.()d r .(7) derivative is

The Schr~dinger-like Eq. (4a) follows from a variation- -__E18 =_2 a( .lh(nO l) ,
al principle for the total energy of Eq. (1). The single- arr  . .
particle Hamiltonian, Eq. (5), defines a problem requiring ,CO
a self-consistent solution. To avoid the difficulties associ. ,
ated with iterating to self-consistency, we adopt an ap. =- 0
proximation suggested by Harris.2 Thus our third major ar), . '
approximation is to consider a sum of neutral-atom aaI
spherical charge densities as a zero-order approximation = h )(..1 1 E , ' ,

to the self-consistent density of the cluster, and to keep ,, [,,, arr -'" r, U
only first-order changes from this density in the energy a ru
functional. Thus we write where and EO*.' are the density and energy-density

n(r)=n0(r)+Sn(r) , (8) matrices, respectively,
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similar to that recently proposed by Foulkes et al. 24  I(r))= a1(.,a)j1AO(r-ra)) (2)
In this paper, we use this method to determine the /,,

equilibrium structures and vibrational spectra of small Si The PAO's are self-consistently determined eigenfunc-

Sclusters (Si. with n = 2-7). Thc technique of molecular tions of the valence electrons of the free atom in the non-
dynamics is employed, in which the many-body classical local pseudopotential approximation and are nodeless.
equations of motion, F=tn d2r/dt2, is solved in time, The pseudoatom contains only the valence electrons, so
and the subsequent motion of the atoms is determined that the orbital types 1 for Si are s, Px, P., and p:.
from some set of initial conditions. Equilibrium struc- Our second major approximation is motivated by the
tures were found by simulated annealing and dynamical need to reduce the range of interaction between atomic
quenching (in which the system is periodically quenched orbitals, and hence, greatly reduce the number of neigh-
by remoaing kinetic energy from its atoms). In finding bors each atom (or pair of atoms) interacts with. This
the vibrational spectra, the velocity autocorrelation func- reduction leads to a corresponding reduction in computer
tions are Fourier transformed. The theory and tech- time required for the calculations. We do this by slightly
aiques described in this paper are immediately transler- exciting the PAO's by imposing the boundary condition
able to condensed-matte,' systems, which will be dealt that they vanish at and outside a predetermined radius re.
with in future publications. (As r. -. o, the atom approaches the ground rtate.) The

II. ELECTRONIC.STRUCTURE THEORY value of r, that we use here and in previous work is
5.0a5 . The motivation for this value is that it rigorously

In this section, we briefly describe the theory used to yields a third-neighbor model for matrix elements of the

determine the electronic structure and to obtain the total single-particle Hamiltonian in crystalline Si. We have
energy of these systems and forces between atoms. We found that our results are not critically dependent on the
will describe four major approximations that simplify the precise value of r, as long as r, is not too small. The ki-
electronic structure tremendously, so that medium scale netic energy associated with the confinement of the elec-
(- 100 atoms or more) molecular-dynamics simulations tron in the atom begins a sharp increase at values of r,
can easily be performed. Only a brief description of the slightly less than San. A plot of the Si s-orbital wave
theory will be given, as a more complete descripti,on can function in the pseudopotential approximation for vari-
be found in Ref. 23. ous values of r, is shown in Fig. 1. The curve for r, = 8aB

The theoretical foundation used is density-function is virtually identical to the ground-state wave function.
theory. Within this rigorous ground-state theory, we Notice that for r,. -5aB, the wave function in the bond-
make our first major approximations. The approxima- ing region is well represented, but the long-ranged tail is
tions are the use of the Hohenberg-Kohn-Sham local- eliminated. In the multicenter integrals needed in this
density approximation (LDA) and the pseudopotential work, we do not fit the wave function to any analytic
approximation. The LDA replaces the exchange-
correlation energy functional by a local function of the
density. We use the local exchange-correlation function- Si s orbital vs r.
al of Ceperley and Alder as parametrized by Perdew and
Zunger. 5 The pseudopotential approximation replaces
the core electrons by an effective potential that acts on
the valence electrons. Accurate nonlocal (angular- 0.4
momentum-dependent) pseudopotentials of the norm- 
conserving Hamann-Schl iter-Chiang type are us.:d.

In the LDA and nonlocal pseudopotential approxima-
tion, the total-energy functional is given by .o

Elotz TA.+f Y ,[ Vi 0f(r-r,,)+Vn"1(r-r,,)) .a0.2

+1:f -!li dr + e(n) n(r)d3r B

=8a=

0.0 4.-.... ------- '
where the individual terms are, respectively, the kinetic 0.0 1 2.0 1.o 4.0 5.0 t o 7.0 8.0
energy, the ionic local pseudopotential of the ion at r., r/a:

the nonlocal pseudopotentiul. the electron-eletron Har-
tree repulsion, and the exchange-correlation energy, FIG. 1. The s pseudo.atomic-orbital or Si using various
which is a functional of the electron density it. value. of r,. The wave function for r, =8 a9 i, %cry close to the

The electronic energy eigenstates d1 arf. the expanded pseudoaton ground state. The hondi'tq region ,defined to be
in a tight-binding-like linear combination of pseudo- half the nearest-neighbor distance in bulk Si is shown by the
atomic-orbitals (PAO's): vertical arrow.
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function, but rather -perform the integrals numerically where
from a Wave-functidn tabulation. n(

The total energy in Eq. (1).can-be conveniently rewrit-
t& -as a sum overeigenvalues of the single-,particleHam-
iltonian, The. neutral-atom density for Si is taken -o-be a spherical-.,

ly symmetric -p,--configuration; 'Tofirst order-in 8n,.th(U0,- Uff(n n )]+6U c(fl), (3a) energy functional-of-Eq (3a) sifTliie ..... e to
where Eas(n) is the "band-structure" energy and is given- (10)
by a sum of one-ele:tron eigenvalues over occupied states - -O
1, where EW is-.tli, "band~structure" energy determined

from the sinile-paftice-iamitonian of.q. (5) withK nre-xsnf . (3b) placed by'n Vizt..h(ho), Thisftfunctional negklcts termsJ
I of ordir'60!.

The quantities c, are-the single-particle Hamiltonian ei- Our'aproach is to use this :pproximatetotal-energy
genvalues that satisfy the Schrbdinger equation in matrix functional rather than the fully-" sef- o itent total.
form energyfunctional. The advahtages ot this meth6d are (1)

the electronic cigenvalue iqMV atilonnlydneeds tobe solvedS,,ah(vla)a* (4aI atomic inst (4s1 once for each atomicconflguration instead of - 10 timesas in a fully self-consistent calcu!ation and (2)'four-center

where the single-partice. Hamiltonian matrix elements Coulomb integrals do not need to be evaluated since they
are appear only in the 8n terms, which are neglected. This ,

h@aa=(APAo) 0) non-self-onsistent mtthod has be.n testid by aris,2 "

IP 4 Polatoglou et al,.' and Rend et e on metals, seinicon- I
and the overlap matrix is " ductors, and an ionic compound (NaC) and it iF found to

give surprisingly good agreement with ielf-consistent cal.
)1 = #V(rr,)) (4) culations.

Jl~v tOur fourth major approximation involves the evalua-
The standard single-particle LDA Hamiltorian operator ou oth majr xm to ie s teresaluat

is tion of the matrix elements of the Parlous terms thatis make up h(n). The kinetic energy, overlap, and nonlo.
cal part of the pseudopotential are easily evaluated exact-

h+ /(r-r 8 )+ V2(r-r 8 )] ly (numerically) for each Seometry, A table of results on
no a fine grid of separations Is constructed so that the matrix

+e2f nr' r+ n, elements for any separation between the atoms is accu-
k-rl rately interpolated. The three center matrix elements. of

where p.Ws(n)-d[n c,(n ) j/dn is tht exchange-correlation the neutral-atom potential given by
potential. The other terms in Eq. 3a) are the "short- n (r-.)
ranged" repulsive potential VNA(r-ra)- Vpwo(r-ra)+' -- lr-'ri U 1)

Usp. U11-U, in,n ) are accurately approximated by an r-dependent expan-
Ze2d ,Zr'),1 sion in multipole moments. The nonlinear exchange-

- '- D -f d n n r)d 3 r correlation matrix elements are calculated within the
average density approximation described in Ref. 23. All

(6) matrix elements are calculated in real space.
The forces are determined by differentiating the total

and an exchange-correlation correction, 8 U ,  energy E given by Eq. (10), F/ 8. - / ' m The
most difficult term comes from the band structure. Its

n(7) derivative is

The Schr6dinger-like Eq. (4a) follows from a variation- - _2 1E- (*Ih(o)I,)-
al principle for the total energy of Eq. (1). The single- 8rr 1 r
particle Hamiltonian, Eq. (5), defines a problem requiring
a self-consistent solution. To avoid the difficulties associ-
ated with iterating to self-consistency, we adopt an ap-
proximation suggested by Harris.2 Thus our third major r ' '
approximation is to consider a sum of neutral-atom a.'
spherical charge densities as a zero-order approximation as 8(I, O ..
to the self-consistent density of the cluster, and to keep - .[.-., ar r  8r, , ()
only first-order changes from this density in the energy .'a rr,

funtioal.Thu e write where pan' and E"' are the density and energy-density
n(r)=n(r) 6n(r), (8) matrices, respectively,

7'
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aQ a (,,c)a (v,a ) , o . ........... .......... .

E , a ) i(, a)a (v, a'), T

t~) (0.401
E a" Y

Occc) 0..20.

where ai(A,a) are the expansion coefficients of the wave .....c / "
function in Eq. (2). 0 .t) ,

After the forces are evaluated, the equations of motion t
can be solved and the positions and velocities of the 4
atoms updated. The energy functional has been tested in -0.20
bulk Si and found to give bulk static properties that are
in good agreement with experiment. 3 It is the purpose -0.40
of this paper to extend these calculations to the static and
dynamic properties of small Si clusters using an ab initio
molecular-dynamics technique. -0.€o4t . 72 3 4 5 6 7 8

III. MOLECULAR DYNAMICS (luAtLe size. i

The equilibrium structures and vibrational spectra of FIG. 3. The n-dependent fragmentation energy (AE(,,), as a
Si clusters have been determined using the technique of function of n. The dip at n =5 indicates that fragmentation is
molecular dynamics. The forces are calculated quantum more likely to occur for this cluster.
mechanically from the total energy [Eq. (10)) and its
derivatives (e.g., Eq. (12)]. The nuclear coordinates are
moved in time according to the classical equations of is then quenched by setting all the velocities to zero, thus
motion, F. =1:, d2r/i/I. These equations are integrated removing all the kinetic cnergy. The atoms again are al-
using the Gear predictor-corrector algorithm, 3° with a lowed to accelerate and the quenching process is repeat-
time step of - 1.5 fs. ed. After several dynamical quenching cycles, a

The ground-state equilibrium structures are found by minimum energy configuration is obtained. The
one of two techniques: dynamical quencling or simulat- minimum may be only a local minimum,ho that the pro-
cd annealing. In either of these tvo techniques, the clus- cedure needs to be repeated several times with different
ter is started in some trial structure, generally with very initial configurations.
little symmnetry. In the simulated annealing technique, the energy is re-

In the technique of dynamical quenching, the atoms in -.,oved more gradually so tha: a gl',bal mi-.' "urn is more
the cluster are allowed to respond to internal forces and likely to be obtained. The technique has been described
are accelerated. A kinetic tempcrature TK is defined as by Kirkpatrick et al.31 and uses thr Monte Carlo algo-
the average classical kinetic energy of the atoms, rithm of Metropolis et al.32 Monte Carlo steps are taken
3/2kTK=(l/N)4rn'mlv,, where i=1,2, . . . ,n is the where the coordinates of each particle are t-hanged as
atom index. As the atoms accelerate, the kinetic temper- ri-- r, +Sr. Here 6rj-r o 6 R, w\v SR is a triplet of
ature increases until a maximum is reached. The system random numbers between - 1 and -- I for each atom i,

and ro is the maximum step size. An energy ;lfference
SE= 

-Fj.Sr, is computed and the ~:.n is taken if SE <0,
6.0 while if SE>0 the step is taken with probability

-6E.kTA
2-sato e where Ta is an atnealing temprature. This2 -S.. terrazzo. )

5.0 3.Stspeau ensures that after many moves, the ensemble tends to the
4- S, Pyrarnd
4 s s,, , Boltzmann distribution, The temperature T, is gradual-

5 4.0 C.s ,, hCAOPntan l reduced so that the system settles into the ground
.8: cS,) .Io,, ix state. We have found tihat ihs dynamical quenching finds

UW 3.0 3 the ground state much mor readily than simulated an-
<1 \62,ola nealing for these small cluste,. However, simulated an-

2.0 4 6 aealing is more likely to find the true ground state than
a dynamical quenching. In eii.ier case, however, a variety

1.0 of initial configurations must be tried before one can be-
lieve that the true ground state has been found.

0.0 2 3 , 6 7 The vibrational spectrum i. found directly from Itcc2 3 4 6 7 8 molecular-dynamics simuhttiotn: without annealing orclust size (n) bull'-- quenching. We start in a grotvid.sttts configuration and
FIG. 2. The energy dillerence per atom beitteen Si duster, of have constrained the mnotion so that the cc iter of mass of

size t, =2-7 and bulk S The solid dot% correspond to equilibn- the system of atoms is stationary and there is no angular
urn structures e.\plain,, in the text, asid other metatlble momentum about the cef.le of mass. To accomplish
configurations are also show, for n =4-7. this, we first give the atoms random velocities commensu-
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rate with a given initial kinetic temperature. In general, d = 2.189 A
however, the angular momentum (L) is nonzero. To = 78.8*
keep the system from rotating, we adjust the velocities by

* subtracting the quantity v1=(I-t.L)Xr from the veloci-
ty vector v1 (i = 1,2,... n), where I is the inertia ten:or.
This procedure removes the angular momentum while
still allowing for randomness in the velocities. Finally d
the velocitieg are uniformly shifted so that there is no
center-of-mass motion.

: The frequency spectrum is determined by Fourier
transforming the velocity autocorrelation function,

,v (v,(t).v(0)) FIG. 5. The ground-state configuration of Si3.
gt= -- (vn(O)'v.(O)) *

Here n is the atom index and the brackets ( "" ) indi- 5.0 ( 1 1 1 1 1

6.0
(a) 0.0

3.0 20-
> E

0.0 1F

-5.0
.3.0

S-0.0 -0.0 71 0:
-9.0~ _log

-12.0

-115.0
1.9 2.1 2.3 2.5 60 90 12P 150 180

d (1) 0 (deg)

.104.00 .105.2.o.o' (b).i (b)

Q
S-10S.3

E
_.o -104.12

' .105.4
0r

.105.5
0 60 120 180 240 300 360

.104.24 0 (deg)
1.9 2.1 2.3 2.5 FIG. 6. (a) The one-electron LDA energy eigenvalues versus

d (A) opening angle 0 fcr Sip. where the bond lengths d are kept con-
FIG. 4. (a) The one-electron LDA energy eigenvalues vs sep- stant at their equilibrium value (2.189 k). Note the level degen-

aration distance d for Siz. The doubly degenerate (neglecting eracies which occur at 0=6W, which is the highly symmetric
spin) lir. level crosses the singly degenerate 2o,, level at about case of an equilateral triangle. The Fermi level separating the
d-2.12 .. (b Total energy per atom vs separation distance d occupied from the unoccupied levels is b.hensatically shown. (b)
for Sil. A secondary minimum occurs because of the level Total energy per atom vs opening angle 0 for Si) ilt~strating the
crossing shown in (a). bond bending forces of the Si3 molecule.
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500K

50K 23

FIG. 9. The ground-state configuration Of Si4.

Al B2 Al cate that an ensemble average over all atoms is taken.

I -I IThis ensemble average is defined by
0 200 400 600 80010001 -

W(cm 1)(f(tf(09=fi I________ M-I
M i+1 f( not ~ m)

FIG. 7. Spectral density g(a,) Of Si3 in its equilibrium where tjis the time at the jth step and j =0, 1,2, .. M,
configuration at a low (lower figure) and a high (upper figure) ki- with M being the total number of time steps in the simu-
netic temperature. The kinetic temperatures are 50 and 500 K,
respectively. The modes soften at higher excitation levels, and
there is added structure due to anharmonicity. 6.0

0.0

(D. -6.0

w

-12.0

_____ ____ _____ ____ ____-18.0

30.0 50.0 70.0 90.0
(b) (deg)

-105.0

.106i.0

%a 0 6 0.0 911.0 12 (1. il 1$01.0
FIG. S. (a) A snapshot of the planar motion Ofran Si3 Mole- 0 (dleg)

cule at high excitation corresponding to a kinetic temperature FtiG. 10. (a) The one-electron LDA energy eigcnvalues vs in.
of -2500 K. The chaotic motion i, very much anhar-nonic. (b) terior angle 6 for Si,,. In the ground state, 6=62'. The side
The spectral density function g(w) for the motion in (a). The length was kept constant at its ground-state value. Degenera-
three peak structure is lost and the spectrum becomes continu- cies and Jahn-Teller instabilities occur at 90'. (b; 1'otal energy
ous. per atom vs interior 3ngle 0 for Si,.
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2.30 A
T=500 K

.5 T=50K

3.02.4B3., B _a2. Ag A

B3 9

0.0 200.0 400.0 600.0 FIG. 12. Ground-state configuration of Sis. This structure is
W (cm .1) a trigonal bipyramid, consisting of an equilateral triangle with

FIG. II. Spectral density g(ca) of Si4 in its equilibrium one atom abov- the plane of the triangle and one atom below.
configuration for high and low kinetic temperatures. The peaks
in the spectrum are labeled according to the symmetry of the
displacements. from n =4 to n =5. This can be seen more clearly by

considering the fragmentation energy as defined by Raga-
lation. The spectral density g(0) is the Fourier cosine vachari and Logovinsky 34 according to the reaction
transform of the velocity autocorrelation function g (t), Si.--,Si_ 1 4+Si. The energy cf this reaction is

&)=1T f 1gMW )cs~~d ,(Els)" =(AEfsS) n +[E, -(Elt/atVM)bulkI (13)

where T is the total time of the simulation. W(t) is the
Blackman window function 3 used to reduce oscillations where (AEfras)n=(n-1)AEn 1 +nAE ". The last term
due to finite time sampling, in Eq. (13) is a constant (independent of n). This term in-

1'. RESULTS FOR Si CLUSTERS volves the energy of an isolated atom, which is not well
describcd in our method because of spin effects and the

In this se.tion we individually discuss the results of use of compact orbitals.3 The trends with n of (Erjas),
clusters from Si. with n =2-7. We begin by summariz- are entirely contained in the first term (AEn,,). that is
ing the energetics of the various geometries found plotted in Fig. 3. The lesser stability of Sis compared to
by quenching and annealing. In Fig. 2 we show the neighboring clusters is clearly evident. The results are in
energy difference per atom, AE, =(Eoi/atom~ctusicr very close agreement with the fragmentation trends
-(Etot/atom)blk, between bulk (diamond) Si and the Si found by Raghavachari. 3 '
clusters in their ground state and metastable equilibrium
configurations.

The solid circles indicate the ground-state
configurations (to be described individually), while the
open circles, squares, and triangles represent local-
minimum (metastable) structures. The energy per atom T50K
of the cluster approaches the bulk binding energy mono-
tonically, but there is a marked decrease in slope in going

-

TABLE I. Comparison of the harmonic frequencies (in
cm-') of the Si4 molecule in this work with quantum-chemistry
SCF results.

Mode 6-31 G* 6-31 0
symmetry This work (Ref. 43)

B.116 130 137
B.243 '223 157___________

.4 346 380 328 0.0 200.0 400.0 600.0
B31 464 453 371 L, (cm -1 )
B1 45FIG. 13. Spectral density g(wa) of Sis in its equilibrium

546 503 425JL (.onfiguration at low kinetic temperature (r = 50 K).
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the spin-polarized results of Northrup et al.,38 who find
that the I'. level crosses the doubly degenerate 2o, level

2.36 A, at about 4.0a B (2.12 k), resulting in a new ground-state23 configuration at smaller separations. We also find the
lir, level crossing the 2oa, level at d =2.12 A. This re-2.71.. suits in a potential-energy surface with two minima as
shown in Fig. 4(b). A metastable configuration exists at
d "2.03 A.

B. S13

The Si3 ground-state configuration we find by dynami-
cal quenching is an isosceles triangle with the two equal
sides of length d=2.189 A and an opening angle ofFIG. 14. Ground-state configuration of Si6. This structure is 0= 78.8' (see Fig. 5). These results are in good agreement

a square bipyramid, consisting of a square with one atom above with the more rigorous quantum-chemistry SCF calcula-
the plane of the square and one atom below. tions of Diercksen et al.,39 who find d =2. 196 A and

0=80.6'. Grev et al.4° who find d=2.160 . and
=78.1, and Raghavachari et al.34 who find d=2.17'A. SI2 and 0=77.8'.

Dynamic quenching of Si2 gives the equilibrium bond The energy eigenvalues as a function of the angle 0
distance at d =2.27 , in good agreement with the exper- (with the distance d kept constant at its value at eqtuilibri-
imental value of 2.24 A. 37 The bulk bond length of crs- urn) are shown in Fig. 6(a). The Fermi level lies betweentalline Si is 2.35 , while the present theory gives 2.38 A. the sixth and seventh levels. These two levqls bezome de-Thus we find especially good agreement between theory generate at 0=60* (an equilateral triangle), which makeand experiment for the large reductionn nearest- this geometry Jahn-Teller unstable. The total energy as aneighbor distance in going from bulk Si to Si2 (0.11 A ex- function of 0 (again with d fixed) is shown in Fig. 6(b).periment and 0.11 A g theory). Two equivalent minimum are seen corresponding to

The single harmonic-vibrational stretch mode is deter- 078.8' and 0=281.2. The system is 51early unstable at
mined to be 4o=531 cm- , which compares well to the 60', and a relatively large barrier separates the two
experimental result of 511 cm-. 37 In this case at least, equivalent minimum as the molecule passes through 180',ouprime result recoparabe t c ont asidealreaso- where the molecule forms a linear chain as occurs for C3.our results are comparable to the considerably more so- w
phisticated quantum chemistry self-consistent-field (SCF) Curiously, we find a very shallow local minimum at the
results of Ref. 36 who find 568 cm- I. linear chain. This is to be contrasted to the SCF results

In Fig. 4(a) are shown the eigenvalues of the one- of Raghavachari,14 which find the linear chain to be un-
electron LDA Hamiltonian for Si2 as a function of Si-Si stable. The imaginary frequency found in. that work (82i
distance. The Ir. electronic level is fourfold degenerate cm- I) is very small, indicating a relatively fiat potential
(including spin) and contains two elcctrons in equilibrium surface similar to ours.
(d=2.27 A). The 2cr, level crosses the l7r, level as the The spectral density function g()) in the harmonic
distance is decreased. This is in excellent agreement with (T;. = 50 K) and the near-harmonic (T. = 500 K) regions

for 3i) vibrations are shown in Fig. 7. Three peaks are
apparent corresponding to the 3n - 6 normal modes of vi-
bration. The width of the peaks is due to the finite time
of the simulation. The position of the peaks indicates the

2.45 frequency of the normal mode, while the relative heights
reflect the (randomly chosen) relative amplitudes in each
of the modes. The spectrum at low temperature is pure,
indicating very little anharmonicity, while at higher tem-
peratures, small contributions to anharmonic affects (sum
and difference frequencies) are evident. Also notice the
overall shift toward lower frequencies. The "harmonic"
frequencies at 50 K are 202, 474, and 596 cm- 1 for the
A, B2, and A, symmetric modes, respectively. These
can be compared with those obtained by Grey ei aiJ ° of

2.46 157, 570, and 574 and Raghavachari41 of 206, 560, and
582. We note that both of our A modes are in good
agreement with these quantum-chemistry SCF calcula-
tions, while the B, mode is only in fair ;greemcnt, with

FIG. 15. Ground-state configuration of Si,. This structure is our mode lying - 16% lower than theirs. This is not un-
a pentagonal bipyramid, consisting Afa pentagon with one atom reasonable as typically calculated frequencies of mole-
above the plane of the pentagon and one atom below. cules are accurate to - 10-i5 %1 4
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The molecular-dynamics technique makes no assump- D. Sis,

tiovs about.harmonic potentials and does not construct a
dynamical matrix. Very har:nonic systems are treated in
exactly the same way as an anharmonic system. We nealing and quenching to be a trigonal bipyramid, con-

show in Fig. 3 the results of a simulnit'n of Si3 at a very sisting of an equilateral triangle of side 3.02 A capred on
high temperature of -2500 K. The simulation was of top and bottom, with the distance between the corners of
3600 time steps and there is no indication that the mole- the triangle and a cap being 2.30 A (see Fig. 12). This

cule is about to disassociate. "!he motion is two dimen- structure agrees with tose found by Tominek and
sional and a snapshot of the motion is shown in Fig. 8(a). Schl~ter,' 4 who find a trigonal bipyramid with the

relevant lengths of 3.1 and 2.4 A, and Raghavachari andWithin the chaotic motion, oe sees a nearlyLogovinsky,3 who find the same structure with distances
tern coming from a molecule containing only three o23nd 3.2 A. tasae structure fi inceatoms. This occursand 3.26 Metastable structures for Sis include
aptos The ocundstbaue thatomul a t oece s teig the pentagon and pyramid. The energetics of these struc-apex of the -round-state triangular molecule is beingchanged from one atom to he next.. Also there is consid- tures are shown in Fig. 2, where the pentagon is - 1.00
erabi clasmieal tunnelingaote behavior of the apex atom eV/atom higher and the pyramid is =0.13 eV/atom

through the center line connecting the other two atoms. higher.

The spectral density function g(w) (Fig. 8(b)] has lost the The vibrational spectral density function of Sis is

three-peak structure of the harmonic system, and takes shown in Fig. 13 at low temperature (T -50 K). The five

on a continuous spectrum. The frequencies depend on peaks in the figure come about because three frequencies

the amplitude of each Lf the "modes," and che ampli- are doubly degenerate, while an additional frequency is

tudes are continuously changing. "accidentally" degenerate, and unresolvable.

E. Sl
C. SiE

The equilibrium structure for Si6 is that of a bipyram-
T r id, consisting of a square with side length 2.71 A capped

rhombus with side length 2.32 A and a minor diagonal on top and bottom, witi the distance between a vertex of
length of 2.39 Ak -;!a Fig. 91. This compares very well the squar and a cap being 2.36 A ,uee Fig. 14). This
with the results of Tomainek and Schliiter, 4 who find a structure agrees with that found oy Tominek and
rhombus of side length 2.3 A with a diagonal of 2.4 A, Schliiter,"1 who also find such a "distorted octahedron"
and the results of Raghavachari and Logovinsky,34 who with the relevant distances of 2.6 and 2.3 A. Raghava-
also find a rhombus of side 2.30 A and diagonal 2.40 A. chari, 36 however, finds the grovnd-state structure to be an
Other possible geometries include the square and edge-capped trigonal bipyramid.
tetrahedron. The square forns a metastable miinimum- The energies of higher-energy metastable states for
energy configuration with a side of length 2.32 A, and the n =6 are shown in Fig. 2. Three structures investigated
tetrahedron is metastable with minimum energy of side are structures higher in energy than the equilibrium
length 2.46 . The energies of these two structures are structure: (1) a hexagon (- 1.2 eV/atorn higher in ener-
shown in .'ig. 2 and are significantly higher in energy gy), (2) the singly capped pentagon ("-Q.50 eV/atom
(=0.61 eV..'atom and c-0.53 eV/atom, respectively) than higher), and (3) a sixfold buckled ring which is a bulk
the rhombus.

The one-electron LDA energy eigenvalues are plotted fragment ("0.22 eV/atom higher).
as a :*unction of the ang'e 9 in Fig. 10(a). As in the case F. S17
of Si., there is again a crossing of levels at the
configuration of highest symmetry (in this case, 0=90'). The ground-state structure found for Si7 is a bicapped
This causes a Jahn-Teller un,.table system that shows up pentagon, consisting of a pentagon of tide length 2.46 A
as a cusp in the total energy per atom also as a function capped on top and bottom, with the distance between a
of the angle 0 in Fig. 10(b). vertex of the pentagon and a cap being 2.45 AL (see Fig.

The vibrational spectrum of Si4 is shown in Fig. II for 15). This is in agreement with Ballone el al.," who also
a high and low kinetic temperature. There are 3n -6=6 find a pentagonal bipyramid as the equilibr~tim structure.
normai modes for Si4 and the high-temperature spectrum In addition, when just dynamical quenching is performed,
shows the mode-softening characteristic of anharmonici- the system invariably settles into a capped and strongly
ty at higher-excitation levels. The normal coordinates reconstructed version of the sixfold buckled ring. This
that give rise to the various peaks in the spectrum are la- metastable structure is relatively close in energy ( =0. 16
beled according to symmetry. The lowest frequency eV/atom higher) to this equilibrium structure.
mode is B ., which is the "bond-bending" mode in which
alternate atoms move ou: of and into the plane of the pa- V. CONCLUSIONS
per (see Fig. 91. The other bond-bending mode is B2, in
whi.ch the atoms move in the plane of the paper. The fre- We have used an approximate electrconic-structure
quencies found from an examination of Fig. 11 are com- method to determine the electronic and vibrational spec-
pared with those of Raghavichari and Rohlfing ' -' in Table trum and the equilibrium structures of small Si clusters.
1. Overall agreement with these far more sophisticated The method used is a simplified ab initio tight-binding
calculations is excellent, model based on local-density theory, and has no adjust-
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An inverse formula is given for a new. generalized Mdbius transform G(., y, . L , ... F(n",y). namely
F(x.y...) , .... (n )p(m )G(nx. m I.. In the case of one dimension and a= - I. this reduces to the Chen-Mdbius

transform wh;ch has been applied to the inverse black-body radiation problem. For a= + I this becomes the Hardy-Wright-

Mifbius transform.

Recently Chen [ I] modified Mdbius' number- inverse M6bius transform from number theory (2]0'
theory transform [2) and showed how it could be to obtain a more general inverse formula, and (ii)
used to solve a cla.,s of inverse problems in physics, we extend this gtneralized formula to two and higher
including the problem of determining the tempera- dimensions. The new and more general inverse
ture distribution of a black body from its radiation M5bius tr:nsform formula for one dimension is:
spectrum: given a quatity F(x) that is related to a If we have
function G(x) by

G(:)= W F(nax) (2a)
G(x)= F(x/n) , (la) .

M. then it is the case that

the inverse function F is given by F(x)-- Z u(n)G(n%) . (2b)

F(x)= y (n) G(x/n), (lb)Ma

""l Hardy and Wright proved this theorem for a= I
wherep(n) is the M6bius function:p(n) = I ifn= I. (theorem 270" (2] ") and Chen's Mdbius theo-

,u(n) = (- I )' if n is the product of r distinct prime rem corresponds to a= - I. We show that the theo-
factors. and/p (n) = 0 otherwise (2]. For example, in rem is valid for any real a. and hence there are entire
the physics of black bodies. G(z') may be related to classes of Mdbius transforms. each corresponding to
the radiation spectrum and F(T) may be related to a different choice of a. Our proof uses "theorem 263"
the areal thermal distribution of the body [I ]. As [2] for the Mibius function,
shown by Chen, this theorem is particularly useful Tu(n)=I, fork=l,
for inverting data, for example. obtaining the un- 11,
known areal distribution of tcmlratures on a black =0. otherwise. (3)
body from its radiation spectrum.

Here (i) we combine Chen's result with another Here the sum is over all the different divisors n of
the integer k. including I and k. The proof of the gcn-

On leave from the University of Science and Technology of
China. Hfe 230026. China. ' In fact. due to eq. (31 ) of ref. (11. eq. (32) in ref. I] is a
Present address. direct result of theorem 270 of ref. [2 1.
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eralized formula is obtained by evaluating
-._= (n)n-" forp> 1 . (9)p n G( ' . u n F:iT..v C(P) ,

n-i I-,n-t Iwhere E(p)=_ f.I n-" is the Riemann zeta fLnc-
=ion. It also leads to the identities

S.Fk_ x) )(n)=F(x). (4)

In this derivation, we performed the sum over k=mn x: + 1 [.,
and n, instead of over ni and n; this reordering will and
converge if _

- ( 1,-±1+ -
I F ( mn " n 1 ) = d ( k ) ' F ( k ' ) [ ( 5 ) d o x ) ,, Y _ n xn +

converges, where d(k) is the number of divisors of +2 ( (11)
k [2]. Note that for a=0 this convergence criterion ,,-i
is normally not met, and hence a=0 is to be avoided. where we have 2Nx<nx< (2N+?)n. Jois the cylin-
Furthermore the converse of eq. (2) is true if drical Bessel function. f (x)=coth(.". and

IG(m n~x) 1= .d(k) IG(k0'.) (6) f- (x) =cot(x). and we have used the identities [3]

V) I 2X W
converges. f. ( Ix') = -" n . ±,),

Generalization of formula (2) to higher dimen-
sions is straightfor ard; for example, in two dimen- and
sions for F(x, y) of the form o

Z J0 (nxv)= - i+ - +2 (x2-4n~jC2) -"i
00 00 n I -G(x.yi)= Fonllx, n0v) (7a) mI. " m

, . F.n"v 7) for 2NAr<x< (2N+2)r.

There are undoubtedly many more u.cs for this
we haive inverse formalism in both mathematics and theo-

F = cc )retical physics that will be uncovered as it is used
F(x..)= y) i (k).4(t)G(klx, lIy) (7b) more.

A sufficient condition for this inverse formula to be We are grateful to the U.S. Office of Naval Re-
valid is the convergence of search and the Air Force Office of Scientific Re-

I .F(inkox. n -IPv) search (Contract Nos. N00014-89-J-1136 and
. 7AFOSR-89-0063) for their generous support.

= ,,d(i)d(j)IF(i x. jsy,) . (8)
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